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Cla00 Poem
Gone are our yesterdays, days of old
;
Gone are the days of the Blue and the Gold.
Now in their glory, let us rejoice,
Banish all sorrow, take fate as our choice.
Gone are our yesterdays, soon the to-morrow;
To-day ends in gladness, gladness and sorrow.
Now we leave Winthrop, no more to stay
—
How sad and how sweet the parting to-day
!
The paths of the world are all beaten and worn.
How many a class has come and gone!
And now we must leave, though wherever we go
Our love for dear Winthrop will yet deeper grow.
Our memories no age will ever efi'aee,
Our love will control all time and all space.
These days which are past will be lived o'er again,
The years will roll on
—
yet not "Nineteen Ten."
Soon tlie to-morrow, so hasten good-bye.
Dry now the tear, cheek now the sigh.
Wherever we go, forever we'll be,
Loj'al, dear Winthrop, loyal to thee.
Class Poet.
13

Senior Class
Motto: Pntstare et ])erstare.
CoLOiis : P)lno and (lold. Fi>owek: Jonquil.
OFFICERS
ANNIE E. WHITE President
MARY CARLSON Vice-Peesident
LALLAH WYMAN Secretary
JANIE FORD Treasurer
ELIZABETH TRANTHAM Historian
LUCY RISER Prophet
FRANCES STRIBLINC4 Lawyer
LILLIAN M. JAEGER Poet
15
REBA ALBH^IUiOTTI
ORANIiEIUiRti. S. ('.
Fearless virliic hrhii/elli hoiiii<llcss f/iiiii.
Member nf V. W. C. A. ; Reporter of
Wintliiop Literary Society, Tliird Term,
]!)()<)- 10.
I.OUISE AULL
Pendleton, S. C.
Tlie floircr of sirrelesi siiicJJ is sliij and
loirlij.
Member of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 11)08-
09-10; Delegate to Asheville Conference,
1909; Reporter of Winthrop Society, 1909-
10; Vice-President of Winthrop Society,
Third Term. 1909-10.
ALICE ISABEL BAILEY
Greenwood, S. C.
Urispoilpd bi/ praise or hJiime.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Marshal in C!urry
Society; College Marshal, 1908-09; Chief
Marshal, 1909-10; Member of College Glee
Club, and Cecilia Chorus; One of "Fair"
Four,
MATTIE LOU BARNETTE
Rock Hill, S. C.
.S'/ie (s not troithjj 1o he loved that hulh
not some feeling of her own tporthiness.
Member of Curiy Literary Society.
\VALTON BEST
Allendale. S. C.
Bij notnre honest, h}/ experience nrise.
Member of Y. W. C. A. and Curry Liter-
^ a ry Society.
GERTRUDE BIEMANN
W'AI IIAT.LA. S. ('.
'I'he liiili/ is nijl nell ndiiliil-
Mcinbcr of ^'. W. C. A.; Curry Literary
Society : Rural School Improvement Asso-
ciation, and Cecilia Chorus; Art Editor of
the Tatlke, 1010.
PKAI{L BLACK
BAMI5EKa, S. C.
I'oircr ilstif lias iiol one liiilf I lie inii/lil nf
ijciillriicsN.
Meiiiher of Y. W. C A.; Sccrcta-rv (if
W'inllirop Litenu'v Society. Si'coiul Tcnii.
li)0!)-10.
MAMIE BLALOCK
Blacksisurg, 8. C.
She can knit tiyitli cunning wit,
And dress the homely dishes.
Member of Y. W. C. A., and Rural School
Improvement Association ; Member of
Curry Literai'y Society for three years
;
Charter Member of Wade Hamilton Literary
Society.
SOMERVILLE BOOTH
Chester, S. C.
JierhJer than the rose leaves,
t<wcctcr than the rose.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; on Executive
Committee of Curry Society, Second Term,
1908-09; Critic of" Curry Society; Presi-
dent of Curry Society, Third Term'. 1909-10;
Joint Celebration Marshal from Curry So-
ciety, 1909; Exchange Editor of louriuil.
1909-10.
ANNIE MAY BOYLSTON
Ralli'^y, S. C'.
Be paliciil. I'm- Ihr inirhl is liiddd mid iridr.
Member of Y. W. C. A. ami Rural School
TiDprovement Association; jMember of Curry
Literary Society for three years; Charter
Member of Wade Hampton Society.
VIEGINIA BIUGGS
Uamon, S. ('
^peal: frcelij irlial ijini lliiiik.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Clurry Literary
Society, Rural School rmprovenieiit Associa-
tion, and U. D. C : Mcml)c)' of Cecilia
Chorus.
JUJ>1A BELL BROWN
M.MUOK. S. C.
77/f' l>cii IS tin loiuiiic of I he mind.
iVlember of Y. W. C. A.; Secretary of
Execntive Committee of Wiiithrop Society,
l!)()!t; ^^'inner of President's Medal, foi'
l)est slory contributed to ('(illi'i/c hiiiniiil
in liKKS; Literary Editor of JmiriKtl,
1908-09; Elected Literary Editor of Jonr-
naL 1909-10.
MARY CARLSON
Spartanirirg, S. V.
Hhc had si/))ipatliic.'i— la/iid, open.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Delegate to Y.
W. C. A. Conference, Asheville, N. C, 1909;
Minshal in Curry Society, First Term,
1908-09; Recording Secretary of Curry So-
ciety, 1909; President of Curry Society,
First Term, 1909-10; Vice-President of
Class, 1908-09-10; Forward on Class Basket-
Bali Team, 1907-10.
KATHLEl^IN SCHLEY CLECKLEY
Swansea, S. C.
All earthly joys go less,
To the one joy of doing kindnesses.
Member of Y. W. C. A., and Curry Liter-
ary Society; Critic of Curry Society, Sec-
ond Term,' 1909-10.
NELL COLEMAN
Shelton, S. C.
No padloelxS, holts, or bars eaii. sceure a
maiden so irell as her own reserve.
Member of Y. W. C. A., and Winthrop
Literary Society.
DONIE COUNTS
Laurens, S. C.
(S'((// iKil alii<ii/s irliiil !/<iii know,
lint (ihrdi/s hiKiir irhal i/oil fiiUj.
^MiU'shal ill Cuiry Society; Scfretary of
U. D. C. ; Delfoate to U. D. C. Convention,
1<J09.
SAltAH LLCIJ.LE CUAWl'^ORD
JONESVILLE, S. C.
/-/o/r (J(i<kI fo lire (mil learn!
Member of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. 1908-09;
Delegate to Y. W. C. A. Council, Due West,
S. C, 1900: Delegate to Asbeville Confer-
ence, 1909; ,\b'niber of Curry Society, and
U. D. ('.; President of Rural School Ini-
|iriivcnient Association, 1909-10.
ANNIE CROOK
FoHT :\lir.T,. S. C.
('iiiiic. i/oii iraiil iiolliiiiii.
Member of V. \V. C. A., Curry Literary
Society, and Rural School Improvement As-
sociation.
KIJ8E CUDWORTH
Charleston, S. C.
Mdihs/i/ IN the heaulji of iroinen.
:Meiiil.er of Y. W. C. A. iuul Uiinil Scliool
linproveinent Association ; Member of Win-
tbrop Literary Society, for three years;
Charter Member of Wade Hampton Society;
Literary Editor of Joiti iial, 1909-10 ; Art
Editor of Tatler, 1909-10; Corresponding
Secretary of Wade Hampton Society.
ALMA DAVIS
Orangeburg, S. C.
>s7ie'.s' tiiicli a spendthrift of her tongue.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Member of
Winthrop Literary Society, for three years;
Charter Member of Wade Hampton Society.
^ite2
MARTHA KATHRYN DICKERT
LTnion, S. C.
jS'o ready to he pleasant and so hind.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Corresponding^
Secretary of Curry Society, Fir.st Term,
1909-10;' Mai-shal of Curry Society, 1906;
JNlember of Cecilia Chorus,
MARGUERITE DUKEg
Orangeburg, S. C.
ExcecdiiKj irisc, faii-fipnkeii, (uid pci sikhUhi/.
Y. W. C. A. Editor of College Juuniiil,
1909-10; Member of Wiiitliro]) (Society, for
three years; Charter Member of Wade
Hain])toii Society; Vice-President of Wade
Hampton Society, Second Term, 1909-10.
NELL ALDRICH DUNCAN
Barnwell, S. C.
Brii/lil lis Ihc Hini. h(?r eyes the gazers strike.
Member of Winthrop Society; Secretary
of Executive Committee of Winthrop So-
ciety, Third Term, 1908-09; Historian of
Winthrop Society, Second Term, 1909-10;
Second Vice-President of U. D. C, 1909-10;
Daisv Cliaiii jNiarshal, 1907.
MARY ELLEN EAVES
Bamberg, S. C.
Mtieli. mil-Ill ami no madness.
Member of Y. W. C. A.. U. D. C, and
Winlhro]) Literary Society.
ZULIKMK ERVIN
Landiu'm, S. C.
.S'yy(((/,- tiiil pidiiili/ .' he precise irilli fdcls
mill (hi I en.
Member of Y. W. C. A. and VVintbroi) So-
ciety; Recording Secretaiy of Winthro]) So-
ciety, Second Term, 1!)()!)-10.
MAUD FARR
Chapin, S. C.
My conscience is my crown,
Contented thoughts, my rest.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade Hampton
Society, U. D. C, and Rural School Im-
provement Association.
LEILA FERGUSON
Renno, S. C.
With smiles for the joyful, irith tears for
the weeper.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Critic of Curry
Literary Society, Third Term, 1909-10';
Member of Rural School Improyement As-
sociation.
Winnie estelle fitt!^
BlU'NSON, S. C.
Be (juii'l—tdLc Ihiiif/s <i.s Ihiji cdhic.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Member of Win-
tliroi> Society, for three years; Cliartcr
Member of Wade Iiam])toii Soeiety : Cor-
responding Secretary of Wade Hampton So-
ciety, Eii'st Teini," 1900-10 ; President of
Wade Hampton Society. Second Term.
1909-10; College Marshal, 1909-10.
JAN IE CHARLES FORD
ClIESTElt. S. C
fhir (lilt// (hiini here in li> du, not kiinir:
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Delegate to Y.
W. C. A. Conyention. Rocl< Hill. S. ('., li)()7:
Marslial of Curry Society. 1907; Marshal
at Senior Tree Planting, 1907 ; College Mar-
shal, 1908-09; Treasurer of Class, 1906-10;
Literary Editor of ./mininl. 1908-09; On
I'lxeciitiye Committee of Cidlege Press Asso-
ciation, 1909; Business jNIanager Journal,
1909-10; Registrar of U. D. C, 1908-09.
LILY MAY FOSTER
(tReenville. S. C.
Not to he liiii/ilied (it iiikI seonied ljeeaii.se
little of statiir(.
]\lember of Y. W. C. A.; Member of Win-
tiiro]) Society, for three years; Charter
Member of Wade Hampton Society; Marshal
of \A'ade Hampton Society ; Athletic Editor
of Tatlee, 1910.
ZULIEME ERVIN
Landrum, S. C.
Sjx'hL- oil/ plaiiili/! he prceific irilh farln
1111(1 lIll/l'S.
Member of Y. W. C. A. and VVintluop So-
ciety; Reeoi'ding Seoretaiy of Winthrop So-
ciety, Second Term, 1909-10.
MAUD FARR
Chapin, S. C.
My conscience is my croicn,
Contented thoughts, my rest.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Wade Hampton
rj Society, U. D. C, and Rural School Im-
provement Association.
LEILA FERGUSON
Renno, S. C.
With smiles for the joyful, n-ifh tears for
the iceeper.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Critic of Curry
Literaiy Society, Third Term, 1909-10;
Member of Rural School Improvement As-
sociation.
^^^^^^rl^
WINNIE KS'I'KLLK FI'I'TS
lilU'lXSON, S. V.
//( t/lticl /(//,(' /llillflS (IN lllCjl CO}}!!
:\leiiil)cr of V. W. ('. A.; Aleuibfi- of
tliio]> Society, for three years; (I
Me]iilier_ of Wade Hampton Society
:
responding Secretary of Wade Ilaniptc
ciety, First Term,' 100!)-10; Preside
Wade Hampton Society, Second
1009-10: College Marslial, 1!)0!)-10.
Win-
larter
Cor-
)n So-
nt of
Tciin.
JANIE CHARLES EORD
Ciiksti':k. S. C.
Our (hiff/ ildirii lirrr is- lo (hi. iiaf l:ii(iii\
Member of V. W. C. A.: Delegate to Y.
W. C. A. Convention, Rock llill, Si C, 1907;
Marshal of Cui-ry Society, 1907; Marshal
at Senior Tr^e riiuiting, l'907 ; College ?ilar-
shal, 1908-0!); Treasnrer of Class, 190li-10;
Literary Editor of Joiinial. 1908-09; On
Executive Committee ai CoHege Press Asso-
ciation, 1909; Business Manager .hiiiriKil.
1909-10; Registrar of U. D. C, 1908-0!).
LILY MAY FOSTER
Gheenville, S. C.
Aof /o he III nulled (I I
HI lie i)f nliiliiK .
(I seiii iieil hecaiise
Member of V. W. C. A.; Meudjcr of W in-
tlirop Society, for three years; Charter
Member of Wade Hampton Society; Marshal
of Wade Hampton Society ; Athletic Editor
of Tatler, 1910.
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MARION Lf)VE KRA8ER
W'AI.TKKIiOIU), S. C.
den lie irordu it re (ihrai/s (/aiii.
Meinbt'i' oi Y. W. V. A. Cabinet, 1908-0!),
1009-10; Secretary of Y. W. C. A., 1909-10;
Secretary of Executive CoiiDnittee of Curry
Society, 1908-09; JMeuiber of U. D. C.. and
Cecilia Chorus.
BELLE FREE
JONESVILJLE, S. C.
Tliei/ ftdif she kiiein much lltai slie never
told.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry Literary
Society, and Seliool iin]n'oveiiieiit Associa-
tion.
LILLIAN GANDY
Darlington, S. C.
117/0 never need care lohat says her glass,
Because her heart's so honny.
Member of Y. W. C. A., and Rural School
Improvement Association; Qui Vive Editor
if \Vintlirop Society. Second Term. 1908-09,
VILINDA HAMILTON
Pacolet, S. C.
DoiiU Jic (ifritid /<> /i</li/ Ihc irrmif/, iir
fiUiiid II j) for I Ik- lii/lil.
Meml)er of Y. W. C. A., CIuitv Literary
Society, U. D. C. and Rural Scliool Im-
]3rovenient Association.
EUNICE HARPER
KiNGSTREE, S. C.
(S7((' ('.S' iicillicr too fioiiiifi to be irise, nor
loo old to he careful.
Member of Y. W. C. A. ; Curry Literary
Society, aud Rural School luiproveiuent As-
sociation.
ELLIE JACOBS
Peak. S. C.
To be flood rather than to be eoiispieiioiis.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Winthrop Liter-
ary Society, and Rural ScIkjoI Improve-
ment Association.
LILLIAN MARIE JAEGER
Florence, S. C.
Yours is Hic charm of ccdin (/ood sense.
Member of Y. VV. C. A.; Ti-casiirer (if
VVintlirop Society, 190()-I(); Annual Editor,
1907-08; Delegate to Y. W. V. A., Conven-
tion, Rock Hill, S. C. 1907; IMeniber of
Cecilia Cbonis; Class Poet.
OLINE JAMES
BiSHOPVILLE, S. C.
Her irisdom in her goodness found its
mute.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Delegate to Y.
W. 0. A. Conference, Asheville. N. C, 1909;
Registrar of U. D. C, 1909-10; Literary
Editor of Journal, 1909-10; On Executive
Committee of Curry Society, Second Term,
1909-10; Corresponding Secretary, Curry
Society, 1909-10; Vice-President of Rural
School Im])rovement Association. 1909-10.
ETHEL SULLIVAN JAY
Greenwood, S. C.
He does veil who does his best.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Marshal of Y.
W. C. A., 1907-08; Corresponding Secretary
of Curry Society, Second Term, 1909-10;
Marshal of Curry Rocietv; Member of IT.
D. C.
i^'Wa^
JOE C'UMMINGS KETCHIN
WiNNSBORO. S. ('.
'/'(//,(' /lie open air— Ihc mure i/oti liiht
llic he/In:
Mcinl)er of Y. W. C. A.; Qui Vive Kditor
of Wintlirop Society; President of Wiiitlimii
Society, First Term, lOOO-lO; College Mar-
shal, I!)()S-()!»: Assistant Business Manager
of TATLKIt, 10 10.
SAEA KOHN
W'altkrboho, S. C.
H VII.stl,ev pill ij Iiciii Is lire liii jijiiesi .
Member of Wintlirop Society; Charier
Member of Wade Hampton Society; Membei-
of Rural School Improvement Association,
and Cecilia Cliorns.
KATE LA FOY
Anderson, S. G.
\i rer iiiii/tliiiifi eiiii he a iii is.i, irheii xiiiiple-
iiess- mill iliilji fend it.
Member of Y. W. C. A.. \\'inthidp Lit-
erary Society, and of V. V). ( '.
HELEN LATHROP
ORANfilCIU'KCi, S. C.
/ i/ioir ill II. slriilf/lil line ir/iiriird.
Member of V. W. C. A., Wiiitliiop Liter-
ary Societ\'. iiiul U. D. C.
BIRDIE LAY
Pendleton, S. C.
A soul as c'vrn as a calm.
Member of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 1909-10;
Delegate to Y. W. C. A. Convention, Rich-
%. mond, Va.; Member of Curry Literary So-
ciety, and Rural School Improvement As-
sociation.
FREDRICA LINDSAY
YOEKVILLE, S. C.
in UioiigJit, irell made, loellSteadfast
wrought.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Marshal of Win-
throp Society, Second Term, 1900-07; Vice-
President of Winthrop Society, First Term,
1909-10; President of Winthrop Society,
Third Term, 1909-10; First Vice-President
of U. D. C. 1909-10; College Marshal,
1908-09; President of Terpsiehorean Ger-
man Club, 1909-10; Forward on Class
Basket-Bali Team, 1900-10.
itf^Vjijifefr
EDITH LOFTON
]\Ic('lei,laiv;vili,i:. S. C.
'Most It ijoiUH/ hidi/,
I'll soon ir( Hi' (I I rii in.
Ami ilo II ji nil/ hair
Hill I'll iirrcr he rain.
Meinher of Y. W. C. A.: On Executive
(
'oiiiinittee of VVintbrop Literary Society,
Third Term. 1909-10; Member of'U. D. c".
;
Ciiptuiii of Senior Hockey Team.
SUSIE LOFTON
McOl.ELLA.WlLLE. S. C.
Uroiriiif/ up .so meek and good
Ercn from her hahyhood.
Member of Y. W. C. A., and U. D. C;
Recording Secretary of \Vintbrop Literary
Society. Second Term, 1909-10; Member of
Senior Hockey Team.
EMMA LONDON
Rock Hill, S. C.
A nierri) Iirart inakrtli a clircrfiil coiiiile-
II a lice.
Member of Curry Literary Society.
MARY LYKES
Lykksi.ani), S. V.
I'm nciilicr cross nor proud.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Winthrop Liter-
ary Society, and Rural Scliool liiiproveiiient.
GEORGIA MARSHALL
Andekson, S. C.
At siffht of fJiee iin/ i/lootnii soul cheers up.
Vice-President of Y. W. C. A., 1909-10;
Delegate to Y. W. C. A. Conference at Ashe-
ville, N. C, 190S; Delegate to Council in
Due West, 1909 ; Editor of Qui Vive of Win-
throp Society, First Term, 1907-08; Re-
porter of Winthrop Society, Third Term,
1907-08; Vice-President of' Class, 1907-08;
Elected Vice-President of Class, 1908-09;
Elected Corresponding Secretary of U. D.
C. ; Class Editor of Tatusr, 1908-09; Editor-
in-Chief of Tatlek, 1909-10; One of "Fair"
Four; Captain of Basket-Bail Team,
1900- 10.
ALICE ROWENA MITCHELL
Dyson, S. C.
Higher, higher, irill ire climb.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Winthrop Liter-
;iry Society, and Rural School Improvement
Association,
s%i<\iSi^!li^
MARGARET MORRISON
C'r.TCMSoN f'oi.r,E(!E, S. C.
Coiilnil irilli irliiil llioii liii.sl, /Ikiiii/Ii il
he mil II 11.
AJ(.'iiil)ei- of y. ^^'. C. a., and Cmry So-
ciclv: One of "l<\nr" I'^mr.
ETTA McCULLOUGH
f'HESTER. S. C.
(S'(((7/ iirclli/ iiliiiis fur fiiliirr i/iiii.s,
lie liihl III iiiiv iiiiiilliri:
Mciiibei- of V. W. C. A.; .Marshal of Cany
Hoeiety ; Reeoidiiifi Soi-vetixry of t'mry So-
ciety, 'l 909- 10.
NORMA McNAlR
Aiken, S. C.
.1 iiiiniatiirc of InrrliiicNs. nil ipiicc,
Slllllllliil ll/i mill rliisril ill lilllr.
]\Ieiiil)er of Y. \^. C A.: Warden of
Wintln-op Society. Second Term, lilOd-dJ:
Marshal of Winthrop Society, First Term.
l!)07-O8; Secretary of Winthrop Society,
First Term. U)0!)-10; C'oniniencenient Mar-
shal of Winthrop Society, 1910: Vice-Presi-
dent of Teriisicliorean German Clvib,
LILLIAN NIX
Dknmakk, S. C.
ir/.sv 1111(1 f/Dod as she is fair.
Member of ^'. W. ('. A., Wintliroif So-
ciety, and liuial ydiool Jinprovement Asso-
ciation.
IDA PALMER
Union, S. C.
Thai she was street is all I care.
Member of Y. W. C. A., Curry Literary
Society, and Rural Scliool Improvement As-
sociation.
EMMA SADIE PARKER
Geohoktown, S. C.
TIni inodestji is a caudle to thy merit.
iMember of Y. W. C. A., Winthrop Liter-
ary Society, and Rural School Improvement
Association; Charter ]\Iember of Wade
Hampton Society.
MATILDA PEAY
Chester, S. C.
Let iifi be icltat we are, and sjicalc irlial we
think.
jMeiiiher of Y. W. C. A., Curry Society
iiiul Itural 8(/hool Iniprovement Association;
McuiIkt of Colle-je Clce Club, 1900-10.
MAE D. PORTER
Pendleton, S. C.
Fit to do as well as plan,. .
Member of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, lUUil-lO;
Member of Curry Literary Society; Char-
ter Member of WixAe Hampton Society;
Seci-etary of Executive Committee of Curry
Society : Treasurer of Wade Hampton So-
ciety; Delegate to Asheville Conference.
1909; Delegate to Student Volunteer Con-
vention at Rochester, N. Y., 1909-10; Art
Editor of Tatler, 1910.
VERA PRUITT
Anderson, S. C.
Virtue is true happiness.
Member of Y. W. C. A., and Winthrop
Literary Society.
1
KMILY GUERARD RAVENEL
I'lxoi'ous, s. r.
W'lit'ii lliv xl ream nnnic/li siikioI liisl , llir
inili r is ihfjicsl.
AlcnilH.r of Y. W. C. A.; Critic of Win-
tlnop Society. Tliivd Term, li)0i)-10; Liter-
ary J'Alitor of Tatler, li)10.
MARY DeBQW RICH
ISLANDTON, S. C.
Ahrai/.s bust/ and always merry.
^Teniber of Y. W. C. A..: On Executive
Cnimiiittce of C'lirry Society, First Term,
li)()!)-10; Member of Rural Seliool Improve-
ment Association ; Business Manager of
Tatler, 1910.
LUCY RISER
Leesville, S. C.
Laugh at those who grumhle,
A ltd he jolly as you can.
:\icmbor of Y. W. C. A., and Rural School
Improvement Association; Vice-President
of Curry Society, First Term. 1909-10;
President of Curry Society, Second Term,
1909-10; Literary" Editor "of College Jour-
nal, 1909-10; Class Proijhet.
'^^'^iV^^sp^i
HORTENSE C0RJ5ETT EOOEKS
P)EA'M£TTS\ ILI.i:, S. C.
// iiDii irisli (I lliiiif/ ircll done
)'(jii iiiiin/ do i/ yourself.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Marshal of
\\intluop Society, 1905-06; Tieasiner of
Wiiitlirop Sofiety. 1008-09; Animal Editni-.
190S-(I9: C'ollef;e ]\lai-shal, 1907-10; Elected
I'lesideiit of U. D. 0.
ELISE ROLLINS
Rome, S. C.
Kiioini iiiilo frif. hill piizrd iin far as liioini.
^Member of Y. W. C. A., t'nny J^iferaiv
Society, and Rural School iiiiproveiiient As-
sociation.
SALLIE MARGARET ROYALL
Mt. Pleasant, S. C.
I've hrcii hnii/Iiiiif/ at iroil.-. irliilv ofhirs
fiigJi.
Qui Viae Editor of Winthrop Society,
1008-09; Recording Secretary of Winthrop
Society, Third Term, 1909-10; Center on
Class Basket-Ball Team, 1908-10.
ANNIK 8AM8
Allendale, S. C.
<!( iilli- ill iiiirii, iroiiln diiil h iii jicr.
.Member of Y. \\'. (_'. A., iniil Curry Liter-
ary .Soeiety; Miirslial of Curry Society,
l!l()7-0S.
PAULINE SAMS
Allendale, S. C.
/ don't kiiuio irlidf I'll be,
1 'jiicss I had hcltrr trail till I sec.
Meiiiber of Y. W. C. A.; liar.slial in
Curry Literary Soeiety, 190(i; ileiiiber of
Class Basket-Ball Team, 1909-10.
ETHEL SANDERS
Spaetanbukg, S. C.
/ knew the right, and did it.
Y. W. C. A. Journal Editor. 1908-09;
Delegate to Conference at Due West. 1909;
Delegate to Asheville Conference, 1909, and
to Student Volunteer Convention, Roches-
ter, N. Y., 1910; President of Y. W. C. A.,
1909-10; Class Annual Editor. 1906-07;
College Marshal, 1908-09; Member of Curry
Society, for three years; Charter Member
of Wade Hampton Society; On Executive
Committee of Wade Hampton Society, Sec-
ond Term, 1909-10.
i».tfjVjS)8fefr
ELBERTA SEASE
EiTTLE Mountain, S. C.
>S7(e cand iiul lime, loin/ or hoic slioii Ihe (hn/,
She hud found loluit she had to do.
Member of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet for two
vears; Delegate to Asheville Conference,
] 1108-09; Delegate to Y. W. C. A. Confer-
ence, Richmond, Va.. 1900; Meml)er of Win-
tlirop Literary Society.
MARGUERITE SHEIB
Andeijson, S. C.
>Slie\s 1he com pletesi
Of i/iiifi, and Ihe iieale.sf.
aiember of Y. W. C. A.
;
Qui Vive Editor
of Winthrop Society, First Term, 1907-08;
On Executive Committee of Wiiithrop So-
ciety, First Term, 1909-10; Exchange Ed-
itor of College Journal, 1908-09; Editor-in-
Cliief of College Journal, 1909-10; Delegate
to College Press Association, Columbia, S.
C. ; Center on Class Basket-Bail Team,
1900-10; Member of Senior Hockey Team,
1909.
WILLIE SHERER
Blacksburg, S. C.
'/'me hearl and filronii irill.
Meml)er of Y. W. C. A., and U. D. C.
;
Member of Curry Society for three years;
Charter Member of Wade Ham])ton Society;
Secretary of Executive Committee of Wade
Hamilton Society. First Term. 1909-10;
I'resident of \\'a(le Hamjjton Society. Third
Term. 1909-10.
in
*''
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FRANCES SMITH
jMountvilu!:, S. C
/•'o/- soiiKi iiiics rcTjl irisc diid nci-l(jiis-
/ lioiiflli Is foiiic to inc. I (Id irisli Ilia I tlici/
inxtltl cuiiic irlit II llii'i/ air iniiiltil!
^Iciiiber of V. W. (_'. A., of Cmr\' LilerarN-
Society, iiiul V. D. C.
PERRINE STOVER
Heath Springs, S. C.
Sireel it is to liiirr dour the lliiii(/s our
ought.
]\Ieiiiber of Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 1!)()!)-10;
Delei^ate to Asheville Conference, 1909;
Member of Curry Society; Charter Member
of Wade Hampton Society; Member of
Rural School Improvement Association
;
Assistant Business ^Manager of loiniuil,
1900-10.
FRANCES STRIBLING
Walhalla, S. C.
True irorth is in hriiic/. not seeming.
Member of Y. W. C. A. ; Delegate to Ashe-
ville Conference, '09; Treasurer of Curry
Society. 1909-10; Class Lawyer. lOlo';
Member of Senior Hockey Team.
SALLIE THOMPSON
Pendleton, S. C.
Girls IIkiI hiiic irilliiu/ snids,
These (-(III siiioolli the ii<ii/.
Member of Y. VV. C. A., Wiiitlirop l.itev-
ary Sneiety, and Cecilia C'liorus; Treasiii-er
(if Uiiral ScImkiI I iii|ir(i\emeiit Association.
MARGARET THORPE
Aiken, S. C.
Of iKihlc mi 11(1. scrriic. <iii<l h'nid.
Member of Y. W. 0. A. C'aliiiicl. 1!)0!)-1();
Clitic of Winthrop Liteiaiy Society, First
Term, 1908-09: Correspondinj; Secretary of
Wintlirop Society, Third Term, 1909-10;
Delegate to Y. VV. C. A. Conference, Rich-
mond. Va.. 1909: Manager of Class IJasket-
Ball Team, 1908-10.
»%%at 3»v«
RENA TILLMAN
Van Wyck, S. C:.
7 iriU he iiiihl (iiiil fieiille in mi/ iroids.
^NFendaer of Y. W. C. .\., and Ciiiry Liter-
arv Society.
1
.ma:\iii'] (jkay tolbert
Lateens, 8. C.
Wlid/rrcr coiiKs. or docn not conic,
'I'll do lllC JlCSl l/OII CIIH.
MeiiihcM- of Y. \^'. C. A.. Curry Literai-y
Snci('1>-, niid liiiral Seliool liii|iri)veiiiciil As-
sdciiit ion.
HELEN TOWNSEND
Florence. S. C.
Leave what i/oii have done for vhat you
have to do.
]Meinl)?r of Y. W. C. A. and U. D. C.
;
Member of Wintlirop Society for three
years; Charter Member of Wade Hami)ton
Society ; President of Wade Hampton So-
ciety, First Term, 1909-10; Literary Editor
of Tatler, 1910; One of "Fair" Four.
ELIZAB1']TH TRANTnA:\l
Camden, S. C.
A maiden c/cntle, i/et, at dnijj's call,
Fi) III and unfJUiching.
Member of Y. W. C. A. ; Secretary of
Executive Committee of Winthrop Society,
First Term, 1908-09; Vice-President of
\\in(liroit Society. 1909-10; Cbiss Historian.
RENA WALD
Oraivoeburci, S. C.
I\iii<l)i<.s.^ ill in, III, II. mil llir'ii- liiiiiilcnift
/oo/.-.v,
t<li(ill iriii 1111/ lore.
^Member of Winlhi-np Litprary Socipty.
On Expeutive Coiniiiittpp of Wiiitli
cipty. Spponil Tpiiii. IIKI'.I 10.
lirop )S(]
MARY WALL
Maisioix, S. C.
Hill iiiiil-c use of .i/iiiir ciicfi.
Anil iilinii/s loiil: (/-/.sr,
\o iiiiillcr liiiir sill 11 i/oii'rr frrliiii/.
Menihpr of Y. VV. C. A.; Mpiiihpr of
Curry Sopipfy for thrpp ypars; Charter
Mpiiihpr of Wade Haiii])ton' Society ; Viee-
I'residpiit of Wailc l-laiii]iton Soeiety. First
'IVriii. 1I)()<)-1(); Prpsidciit of V. ' I). C..
]!!(I!)-I(): Dclpjiafp 1o C. J). C. Coii\ciil ion.
Xp\\liprr\-. S. C.. llKllt.
WYOLA WALLACE
GiiKENWoon. S. C.
1 clialtir, clialler as I floir.
Member of V. W. C. A., and Rural Seliool
hnprovenient Assoeiation ; Aleiiiber of W'iu-
llirop Society, three years; ]\leinber of Wade
Hampton Soeietj'.
il
KLIZABETH BATES WANNAMAKER
St. Matthews, S. C.
Her voice is low and street.
Meiiibei- of Y. W. C. A., and of Winthrop
Literary Society; Historian of Wintlirop
Society', First Term. 1909-10.
ELIZABETH WATERS
Rock Hill, S. C.
Of manners gentle, of affection mild.
Member of Curry Literary Society.
BENIE WATSON
Abbeville, S. C.
Words are easy like the wind.
Member of Y. W. C. A. ; Charter Member
of Wade Hampton Society.
LOUISE WELBORN
Fountain Inn, S. C.
Of studie took she most rare ami most hede,
XogKt a icord spoke site moie tliiiii inis nede.
Menil)er of Y. W. C.
ary Society, and Rural
Association.
A., Wintlnop Litei-
Sfliool Improvement
ANNIE EDDINGS WHITE
Beaufort, S. C.
Whatever ilie ski/ above me,
Here's a heart for autj fate.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Deleoate to Y.
W. 0. A. Convention, Roelc Hill, S. C, l!)0(i;
Marshal of Winthrop Society, li)0(i-07; Re-
porter Winthrop Society, 1908-01); Joint
Celebration Marshal, 1909; College Mar-
shal, 1908-09; Delegate to Unveiling of
Wade Hampton Monument. 190(1; President
of Class, 1900-10.
MAUD WILLIAMS
BiSlIOPVILLE, S. C.
^y]^en Fm. a woman, a teacher I'll be.
But I hope J slui'n't have much company.
Member of Y. W. C. A. and \Mnthrop
Literary Society.
|!i
i
aiARGARprr JAMES WILLIAMSON
Lancaster, S. C.
Childish sweet and tvoman tcise.
Meinbor of Y. W. C. A., and U. D. C.
;
Secretary of Rural School Iniproveinent As-
sociation, 1909-10; Member of Curry So-
ciety for three years; Charter Member of
^^'a(le Hampton Society; Reporter of Wade
Hampton Society, First Term, 190910.
JESSIE WINGATE
Rock Hill, S. C.
,S7/(' can he as loisc as we, and wiser when
filie Irishes.
Member of Curry Literary Society.
LALLAH WYMAN
Aiken, S. C.
I will he as free as the rushing air,
And sing of sunshine everywhere.
Member of Y. W. C. A.; Recording Secre-
tary of U. D. C, 1909-10; On Executive
Committee of U. D. C, 1909-10; Elected
President of U. D. C, 1909-10; Secretary of
Class, 1908-10; Rejjorter of Winthrop So-
ciety, Second Term, 1908-09; President of
Wiiithrop Society, Second Term, 1909-10:
President of College Glee Club, 1909-10;
Secretary of Terpsieliorean Gterman Club;
Uuard on Class Rasket-Ball Team. 1907-10;
.Member of Class Hockey Team; Member
of Cecilia Chorus.
Senior Class History
CLASSMATKS, in reriectiug upon the toiiv years spent at Wiiitlini]), can
Ave not boast of being like Shakespeare in (Hie respect^ Siiiei' uur cdlleii-e
career began we have ])asse(l thiMiigii four se])arate stages cui-respoiiding
\'er\' similarly to his four periods of literary ]»r()(lneti(in. Our 7^"resliiiiaii year
we were, "In the Avorksho]") ;" our Sophomore year, "In the Avorld ;"' Junior
year, "Out of the depths ;" and noAv, "On the heights."
And what a fitting workshop we entered Avhen iiL the fall of 1000 we
reached Winthro])! Trades, many and various, did and new, ea(di under the
careful supervision of a skilled Avorkman, Ave found awaiting us— an apprentice
force tAvo-hundred strong, both gay and courageous.
Having acted our part so well "In the Avoi'kshop," after a year Ave entered
irpon the stage in Avhich Ave were "In the Avorld"— a world of comedy in Avhich
we Avere ty})ical Portias with all her intellectual ])owers and determination
so necessary for the Aveighty responsibilities resting ni)on us. as So])homores.
We were so steeped in industrial life, pursuing scAving, cooking and manual
training, that Ave soon realized that life Avas real and earnest.
As Juniors, we received as Avas our due, the rcAvard of the faithful. Tavo
years Ave had s])ent in ceaseless toil and effort, and what could we ex])ect to
a(lo])t as our password but success? Many new lines of Avork Ave entered upon,
in all of Avhich Ave Avere successful, and, in addition to success in Avork, Ave made
success at play. We stood "Out of the de])tlis," Avith the lianner f(U' the
cham])ion basket-ball team Hoating abo\'e us, the silver cu]) for the best class
in athletics glittering before us, and stars and double stars shining all arouml
us.
ISToAV, after such, as Senic.irs of the Olass of 111 10, lia\'ing lix'ed u]) to our
motto, "Prtestare et perstare," Avhere else could we stand Imt "On the heights,"
happy, joyous, and merry ':* And yet, sad too, for n(.)w avc must leave all these
sweet surroundijigs of our dear old Alma Mater and bid her a sad farewell.
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Class Will
t!'
1
The State of South Carolina^
County of Yoek^
Wintheop College.
We, the Senior Class of IDIO, of said State, County, and Collegx', being
I if sound nu'niovy and understanding, and in the enjoyment of our usual
pleasures and pursuits of happiness ; considering that it is uncei'tain when
our college life may end, and being desirous of making final disposition of
the pro]:)erty, influence, good graces, and privileges wherewith we have been
blessed during our sojourn at said Winthrop College, do make, ordain, publish,
and declare the following to be our last Will and Testament, that is to say:
Item 1. We will and devise to the Class of 1911 all that certain piece,
parcel, or tract of dormitory room on the second floor of Johnson Hall, Win-
thi'op College, containing twenty-six rooms, known as front corridor, to be
their Senior Hall as long as they do faithfully and rightly use said premises
for the aforesaid purpose, the same to descend in regular order to the future
Senior Classes of Winthrop College.
Item 2. We do will to the said Class of 1911 our newly acquired and
much cherished privilege of using the library on Saturday night; and also
all other Senior privileges that we do lawfully possess, namely: that of being-
allowed for one short week in each term to take the pleasant recreation of
teaching in what is known as the Training School ; that of going down town
one day out of every week ; that of being appointed to the head of a table and
thereby being made responsible for nine unmanageable girls ; that of taking
charge of and setting a good exam]:)le for the new responsihilities who each
year enter college; that of earning a recommendation as a good housekeeper;
and, lastly, that of having a black tassel attached to a black board dangle
gracefully in front of the left eye.
Item 3. We "present" to any one to whom it may be of use, any and all
the knowledge we many have acquired concerning South Carolina, her physical
features, her means of communication, her commerce, and her occujDations
and industries—information gained by means of careful and thorough search
in the library and esj)ecially in Watson's "Handbook," hoping that said
knowledge may be especially useful, since the subject matter has been so care-
fully organized.
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Item 4. To Professor J. W. Tli(jnis<tn, we do gratefully render thanks
for any addition to our grey matter or apperceptive mass that may have come
about through his instrumentality.
Item 5. We wish to call the attention of the pTil)]ic to the f<_illowing au-
thorities :
On English Literature, Stopford A. Brooke.
On Shakespeare, Dr. Furnival.
On English Grannnar, Car]ienter, Baskerville & Scwell.
On Geology, Le Conte, Bullotius IT. S. G. S.
On History, McGrady, Statutes of S. C, Woodrow-AVilscai, The State.
On Pedagogy, Mace, McMurray.
On Psychology, James' Psychology.
On Latin (Virgil), Sellar's "Roman Poets of the Augustan Age."
Item 6. To Professor T. O. Mabry, we leave our precious [Tiil-noirns,
found or unfound, and hereby express our grateful thanks for the use of them
during three short terms ; for we feel sure that we have not handled them
enough to injure their igneoiis, nietam(.)r]»hosed, or sedimentary state, and
trust that we have not injured them morally by the half-audible sounds they
have painfully extracted from us.
Item 7. We do hereby relieve Dr. Kiuard from assigning any del)ates,
or themes on "Who I Am" to the Seni(.)r.s and Juniors, and do decree, for his
sake, no student call any word an object of is: that they always remembei', iii
diagramming a sentence, to tell whether it is a noun, adjective, or adverb clause
;
and, above all, that they try always to "catch the ])oiut."
Item 8. To Mr. E. C. Coker we leave all our old-maidishncss and ]»rissi-
ness, feeling that we can well afford to dispense with it when we lea^'e these
halls.
Item 9. To the Seniors of 1911 we leave, with our heart-felt sym])athy,
the numerous brooms, brushes, dust pans, dust cloths, the broken coal tongs,
and all other such apparatus for sweeping, brushing, dusting, scrubbing, and
cleaning up which we did not completely demolish l)y our strenuous efforts
while in the Model Home.
Item 10. To our "Big Sister" we leave the latest jiatented device for
frying potato chips, namely : the stove rake.
Item 11. Out of the kindness of our hearts we do hereliy will to all the
teachers and students residing in the dormitories of Winthro]i Oollege our
wonderful plan (invented by Lucy Riser) of keeping out real rats. Formida
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tur said ])laii: Vlacc (Jirci-lli/ orcr ihc hole a j)icr<' nf cnrdlxxtrd iiiiil slicJr
iiiniicrous pins lli rough if.
Item 12. We, the Senior History (lass, do hereby will to Mr. C. E.
-lohnsoii our muiierous note books and sneh of their contents as he may be
able to decipher. We also advise the Senior History Class of next year to
nse cards instead of note books. They will find them an invaluable aid in
maintaining a ''scholarly attitude" toward the subject in hand.
Item 13. In view of the fact that we have held the l)asket-ball bainier
for three 3'^ears, and of the further fact that it would be rather inconvenient to
send our team back next year on field day, we hereby relinquish our claim to
said banner, and leave to the Class of 1912 all the skill we may ])ossess in
"doing team work," and do assure them that if they use that skill ju'operly
they Avill keep the banner as long as they want it.
Item 14. We deem it an honor to lay at the feet of our beloved President,
Dr. David Bancroft Johnson, all praise or fame that may be ours in the fu-
ture, for we feel that his wise and careful guidance has been a most potent
factor in molding our lives.
Item 15. We do hereby nominate, constitute, and ai)]:)oint Mr. Cun-
ningham and Mr. Bauer to be the executors of this our last Will and Testa-
ment.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hand and seal this fifteenth
day of June, 1910.
AwNiE Eddinc4S WiiiTE, (Scal)
President of Class of 19 10.
Signed and sealed by said Class of 1910, who at the same time published
and declared the same as and for their last Will and Testament, in the ju-es-
ence of us, in their ]H'esence, and in the presence of each other, and at their
request, have hereunto subscribed our names as witnesses.
Lily McKain Eichards^
LiLLiE Stuakt Shumate^
Jane Kent Cochran.
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Senior Prophecy
How sweet it was to hear the iiini'iniii'iiiii- lnvioks and sec Ihe l)iillei-(lies
Hit here and there! Methoniiht it a Iteaiitifiil (•(Hintry—l)nt listen! Was
that the hiss of a serpent in sneh a lo\eIy land ^ Indeed it was, t'er not
far away 1 saw a large snake that vibrated a tri].)le tonuiie and shewed a triple
row of teeth. A short dist;niee from this snake sat an old wi'inkleil-faeed
woman, who smiled and heekoned to me; hnt I was so tilled with wondei- that
I could not move.
Suddenly I was awakened hy a fairy-like toncdi en my hand and found
myself uttering these words: "Ah, who was the alien woman that 1 beheld
in my sleep ?"
"She was the Sihyl who has preservt'd the prophecy of the (/lass (if 1910
at Winthrop," said a s(pieaky little voice very near me.
1 looked around in utter astonishment to see whence this unex])eeted
voice had come; and whom do _you su]»]iose I saw ^ A tiny ini]) arrayed in
gold and blue. He, smiling again and again, was ])leasant to look upon.
"I know you must be ni}' friend," 1 said, "because you wear the colors
of my Class; but tell me foi- what ])articular ])nr])ose do yon wear tlu se colors T'
"I am descended from the Sibyl who got from the Oracle of A])ollo, at
Delphi, the projihecy of your Class," said the imp. "The hon(U' and privil-
ege of conducting you to this ])r(.)pheey has been bestowed njiou me. Lois and
lots of my fellow-mates are on this campus tcx). You see each of them is on
a quest like mine and wears the colors of some ('oUege Class of 1910, whose
]3rophet he seeks."
"What campus do you say this is '^" I asked, looking around. "Oh, it is
Winthrop campus! I see the smoke-stack of the power-house and here is our
wonderful bridge!" As sure as truth there was our own bridge full of dancing
imps, each of whom woi-e ditferent colors. Davidson, (Virolina, St. Mary's,
Converse and many (.>ther colleges were represented. \Vithout a doubt, it was
the prettiest dance I have ever seen. One of the professors at Winthro]) has
often told us that fairies dance on our campus, but I never believed it until
I saw them with my own eyes.
As soon as the dance was over my little "gold and blue" ini]) caught me by
the hand and said, "The third watch of night is already set in and near is
the dawning. Come let us accomplish the fulfilment of your tlreani."
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All ot ;i sudden Avc iU'osc i'nnw the jironiid and were inakin<;' ra])id jjrogrcss.
Ill a iiiiiiulc, it scciiu'd to iiic, we aliiilitcd, and to my surprise scvcval of the
iiii])s shouted, "The ancient abode of the Sibyl!"
It was a ca\'e connected with a temple and grove, which, I thought, from
all descri])tions learned in T^atin, must be sacred to Apollo and Diana. Through
a door that swung on bi'azon hinges we entered this cave, and iinding no one
within examined its contents. There were three little brooklets running par-
allel, and everywhere were soft, green meadows, covered with golden jonquils;
birds brightened the air with their many-colored wings ; and there were the
same butterflies of my dream. It was a scene to fill a god from heaven with
wonder and delight. Oh, horrors ! another snake Avith a triple tongue and a
trij'jle row of teeth
!
"That's the snake of your dream,'' said the imp. "Its tri]:>le tongue and
trijile row of teeth mean that we shall find your Class prophecy in three parts.
Let us seek them immediately.''
We had gone only a few paces when we came to a very smooth, flat stone.
All the imj^s put their shoulders to it and, with no trouble at all, upturned it.
"This is one division of your prophecy," said my little imp, "for here are
leaves bearing inscriptions. Some of you keep the wind from blowing them
away while we seek the other two vaults. Oh, here they are with the stone covers
already lifted off, and all the leaves are gone. Some demon has allowed the
wind to l)low them away. Alas ! the prophecy of two-thirds of your Class as
foretold by the oracle is lost in oblivion."
We then went back to the first vault and leaf by leaf uncovered its con-
tents. So sjjoke the oracle
:
"I am the eye with which the universe
Beholds itself and knows itself divine;
All propheci/. all medicine, are mine,
All light of art or nature;—to my song.
Victory and praise in their right belong."
"Class of 1910 at Winthrop, yield not to disaster, but press bravely on-
ward."
"Kate Dickert, oh, thou the medicine man's wife, all happiness is thine
and thou art free from ills."
"Jessie Wingate, even as mist appeareth from the clouds when a stormy
wind ariscth, so shalt thou reign in the school-room."
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"Mary Lykes, in dresw of lii'own, thy liair ahoiit thine eyes, thou wilt be
seen beneath an oak milking thy sjxjtted herd."
"Etta McCnllough, the heart that has truly loved never forg'ets, but as
trnly loves on to the end. He whose name is 'Bill' is thine—whistle, and he'll
come to thee."
"Alice Mitchell, tlion, O \irgin. art destined for the bride of no lover."
"Maude Willianjs, in honoi' of Ceres and Proserpina, thou shalt walk
among the golden sheaves of corn. Around thee shall be horses, cows, sheep
and swine, besides many kinds of fowls."
"Lallah Wynian, thy life shall be all harmony and hajipiness. Thy tongue
is tuneful and will cause thee to be known as one of the most famous singers
of the earth."
"Eunice Harper, all power and riches shall be thine"
"Marion Eraser, thou shalt take u]) thy abode far off from thine own
country, and thy influence in that country shall be unsurjiassed."
"Virginia Briggs, thou shalt lie the hclpiuate of no inaii, but act well thy
part wherein rests all honor."
"Helen Townsend, thou art an a])t scIk
in a university across the sea."
"J^ell Duncan, thy lovei', good to heboid, awaits the<
say 'yea' or his case will be like Dido's."
"Margaret Williamson, thou shall live to continue the go<»(l work of Miss
Withers at Winthrop. Begin it when she becomes the teacher of otihj one.
Eate decrees that her same co-workers will be left as companions for thee."
"Eeba Albergotti, I behold thee accompanying thy husband to the foreign
fields. Be his mistress in youth, his companion in middle age, and his luirse
in old age."
"]\rau(le Earr, thy school-room is crowded with spectators to behold thee,
fair, fat and forty with all thy wisdom. Thy salad days of green judgment
are over."
"Emma London, thy jjalatial home across the sea with its many servants
and royal feasts awaits thee."
"Lily May Eoster, it is left to thee to teach thy fellow-man how to \)ve-
serve the strength and agility of his body. Many others, some of whom thou
knowest—such as a Miss Jessie Whithaui and a Miss Annie McClintock, a^e
doing -the same work, and it is an honorable ])rofession."
"Sarah Kohn, thou shalt follow in the footste])s of Vesta. Oh, wise it
is to be an old maid by choice."
r, and wilt ])nrsue thy studies
Find him out and
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"Snilic Pnrkci', iii;ir\-('ls in the line of ])('(l;ii>'(i<i'iics arc many, yet of llic;:.
nunc nmrc wondrrl'nl llian llion cansl he- found."
"Susie Lofton. Clio wills that thou shalt be a leader anions' liistorians.""
"IJeiiie \\'ats(in, nud<e il thy clioic!' to ('ulti\'ate the tlower,fi of the earth."
"Frederiea Lindsay, a i^ood salary awaits thee in the city of thy luitious
ruler."
"Klizalieth AVannannd<er, ])reseril)e tor tlie sick and atHicted and take pride
in administering unto their ])hysical weaknesses."
"Donie Counts, thy wit will bring thee fortune, for, as Aristotle will tell
thee, 'nielaucholy men of all others are most witty."
"Elise Cudworth, use thy talent and transfer, oh th<:)U, the beauty of na-
ture to thine own canvas, thereby gaining riches, and the praise of all hu-
manity."
"Zulieme Ervin, thou and thy Oriental husband, Avalk beneath the palm
trees near the Temple of the Sacred Tooth."
"Mamie Blalock, I see thee intently at thy calling—drawing gi-ound-
plans for some modern Mulciber."
"ISTell Coleman, flee not from matrimonial intentions. 'A bad beginning
is a good ending.' Thou didst l)ut sow^ the first seeds of housekeeping in the
Model Home at Winthro])."
"Walton Best, thou shalt be ever ready to replenish the hunger of any
weary lodger in the lands."
"Somerville Booth, now an old lady of three score years and ten, Euterpe^,
knowing of thy fame as a nnisician, awaits thy assistance."
"And now, oh j^i'ophet of the Class of 1910 at Winthrop, 1 charge thee t':'
fret not the fates of two-thirds of thy Class. I do herewith bestow ujjon thee
prophetic power. Six nights hence thou shalt behold the s])irit of the Sibyl and
all will be well."
"Oh, imps," I exclaimed, "the Sibyl shall always be held in reverence by
our Class. Come, the day is grriwing short, take me back."
Just then my room-mate said, "It's time for the warning-bell."
"Warning-bell ?" I said, wide awake.
Warning-bells and Sibyls to me did not seem to go together. While T
was hurriedly dressing for breakfast, the words of my dream kept ringing in
my ears—"Six nights hence thou shalt behold the spirit of the Sibyl." I could
imagine just how she would look. There she was—a very old lady, Avearing,
folded loosely about her, a pearly white robe. Her long white locks hung care-
lessly about her shoulders. "Six nights hence—that's Sunday night—and.
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accordiiiii' to the oracle, I shall hcliold the spirit of the Sihvl." I awaited witli
fear and trendjliiig at the idea of hehohliiiii,- a sjiirit—a g'host ! for I. was never
supei'stitions enough to helieve that such eouh! ever happen.
Hnsh ! it was Sniuhiy night and the very atnios])liere liad tlie feeling of a
ghost about it.
"Fear not," said a voiee, "von know 'a friend in need is a fi'icnd indeed"
and I luive eonie to aid vou. I am the s])irit aH the Sihyl for whom thou
lookest and in my hand 1 hear a crystal that retiects the untold future of the
remaining two-thirds of your (Mass. Arise and hehold them."
AH around was utter darkness, luit inside the globe was the (deanst light
ever behehl by mortal eye, and I could see ])i('ture after picture. A I'raJ
moving-picture show it was, for in every scene there sec-med to be motion triu'
to life.
The first ])icture showed a I'oom in a hos])ital. \ uu would never be able
to guess whom I saw there, so I shall t(dl you at once. Actiuvlly Miss Alice
Edwards Jones was sick ni hcd ! ! ! and Annie White was her nurse. Smidenly
the ghost tapj)ed the crystal lightly with a wand, and, wonderful to say, 1 could
understand everything that was taking ])lace. E could even hear the conversa-
tion very distinctly. Of course Aliss Jones was saying something about cul-
ture, but it was the same thing that she has told us again and again, so 1 shall
not bother to repeat it. Howe\'er, I heard her say that, as for herself, she knew
she had said enough on the suliject of culture and was glad to hear that Mar-
garet Thorpe had decide(l to tra\'el ami lectni'e on that subject. "I knew T was
training Margaret nj) in the way she should go," I heard Miss .Jones say with
a self-satisfying sigh, as slu' pledged up some magaziiu s and began to read.
Yon would not believe it, but I coidd see tlu' ])rint just as well as if T had lieen
holding the nuigazine in my own hand. l read The Wurld's ll'er/,- in big
letters and just under that "January, lit 11*. " In the first column my eyes fell
on this passage: "Louise Anil is now in -Xtw V(n-k City presiding ov(u' a
working party of fifteen seamstresses, who are making the entire line (d' cos-
tiunes used by the players in that city."
Presently Miss Jones turned to other colunms, and I saw a photograph
of a very good-looking man. The words under the picture were very jilain
except the surname, Avhich I was unable to read: "Air. Frank , the well-
known keeper of an aerojJane garage at Jacksonville, Fla., I'ecently nuirried
Miss Annie ^Fae Eovlston, a verv chai-miug and attractive ladv of S. C\"
,vux|Ei^
On iiiiiillici' piiii'c I rend: "Miss Julia Px'llc Pirowii has resigned her po-
sitidn in the Kentuekv State a\(irnia] to accept the chaii- of modei-n languages
in ("oluniliia I 'nivei'sity. Miss lirown comes highly reconnnended."
Down in one corner among the advertisements I read: "Grow your own
vegetables. For seed catalogue send name and address to The Louise Welborne
Seed Co., (124 High St., Cohunhns. Ohio."
Just then the door ojiened and in walked another nurse, who was none
other than Bessie Waters. She handed Miss Jones the new Eock Hill Herald,
dated January 20, 1!»11». On ])age two in the middle column I read: "The
time of automobiles is over for Rock Hill. The Wright J^rothers have recently
gi\-en over to Miss Mattie Lou Barnette the contract for five years to teach
the people how to handle their aeroplanes." Miss Jones laughed outright and,
in that "Annie Laurie" voice of hers, said : "Well, I wonder when the time of
the mule-cars will be over f' On the opjiosite page was a contribution that
covered three columns, headed "Happenings at Winthrop College." By this
time my interest was certainly worked up to the highest degree. The very, first
news I read sounded something like this : "January 20. The sixth dormi-
tory for Winthro]) is at last completed. It is known as the Carlson-Sherer
Hall in honor of the donors, Mary Carlson, wht> is now manager of the Wo-
man's Department in the New Yorh Loan and Exchange, and Will Sherer,
now the wife of a rich miner in Alabama. Many of their old classmates came
u]) for the dedication yesterday. Among them were Elise Rollins, now teach-
ing in Yorkville ; Llortense Rogers, the wife of our Governor ; Mary Wall,
President of the Rural School Improvement Association of South Carolina
;
Frances Smith, Manager of the Model Home at Winthrop ; Belle Free, Pro-
prietress of Free's Travellers Hotel, Asheville, N. C. ; May Porter and Ethel
Sanders, missionaries, on a short visit home from Persia and Africa, res2:)ec-
tively; Pearle Black, who recently eloped with a modern Lochinvar in an
aeroplane; Annie Crook, noAV living in !New Orleans, manufacturing whale
oil, at thirty dollars per gallon; Alma Davis, head of the Domestic Science
Department at Converse College; and Dr. Oline James, the College j^hysician."
Some other news items were : " Miss Vera Pruitt is to be congratulated
on her thorough management of the dining-room and the one thousand."
"Miss Kathleen Cleckley, who now has entire charge of the kindergarten,
has resumed her work after several days' illness."
"The trained nurse force at the College infirmary has recently been made
stronger by the addition of Miss Lillian Gandy."
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Then Aiiuic broke the silence with "Oh, I've just received a letter from
Ethel Jay. Yon know she lives in 'New York now. J^et nie read yon what
she says." She read: "Annie, yon must come to see us; we are rolling in
wealth. My husband has at last succeeded in 'harnessing the sun's rays' to
generate steam in a boiler, and now 1 use the tireless cooker <nily on cloudy
days and have plenty of time to sing 'Ijcautiful Eyes.'
"Lillian (that's Lillian -laeger, Annie ex])lained) is coming this summer.
You know she's living in a tent and teaching in California. She says tent
life is grand.
"]->y the way, we went to the theatre last evening. The play was "Llandsome
John' and old Joe Ivetchin was the star actress."
At this instant another scene became most prominent in the crystal. I
saw a beautiful residence. At the door stood a lady agent. Presently the
lady of the house appeared. I recognized hei' at once as my old classnmte, Tillie
Peay. The agent said, "I guess you remend)er me as Lillian jSTix ? Would
you like to purchase any soap or perfume this morning f
Tillie said she had all the perfume and soa]) she needed, so Lillian turned
away with a ha])])y farewell smile, and anotlu'r ])icture rolled into view. This
Avas a dining-ro(»ni scene. At the table were seated sevci-al old people, iimong
whom were two ceri/ old ladies and as many very ancient-looking men. I
hesitated a minute to decide jnst what was ha])pening. Among the decorations
hung' several weildin Is and a calendar for Januarv, lUS" Mv! that's
past my day and time," 1 thonght, but ke|il looking and listening, deeply
interested. Presently a nicely di'essed gentleman arose and began to address
the crowd: "1 comil it one oi the greatest honors in the world lo attend a
diamond wedding." There! it was a diamond wedding. The scene was rapidly
changing and I was over-anxions to know who the old ladies were. Presently I
saw a newspaper, The State, dated January Llth. On the front page T read:
"Uncle Xardin and Axmt Georgia Marshall [it was the fault of the ]irinter
for I could not read the surname | will celebrate their diamond \v<M|(|ing January
20th. Uncle JS^ardin is in excellent health and Aunt Georgia is as sjny as a
sixteen-year-old girl. Her old classmate, Norma McJSTair, who is also getting
up in the 'teens, with her aged husband, a ])liysician, will be ])resent."
I now saw a scene in a school-room and heai'd the teacher calling the
roll: "Cook Brown, C-ook Green, Peary Smith, liill -lones, Peai-y Adams—
"
"Peary Adams ain't here. Miss Dukes," said a voice. Miss Dukes turned
her head and I recognized Marguerite. She said angrily, "Take the corner,
.•^i^M^i^ML
'riumiiv Williiinis, and rciuiiiii
ill llic (Itior Piniliiic Siiuis \va^
tluTc iiiilil I sec Vdu." Aftci- a gentle knock
admitted. "I)(nrt von want to l)iiv a 1> lok.
low Id \\'ritle A's-son J^ ans , y-,.
"Xo, I have quit writini; them,"' said JMai'iiiiei'ite, as she handed L'anline an
old Winthro]) Jouriidl. It o])ened at the Alnnina^ Notes:
"We wish to congTatulate Miss ]\Iai'i;uerite Sheib, who is now a staff
wi'itev for The World's T'For/r/'
"JManiie Tolbert has a permanent job in Washington, 1). C."
"Frances Strihling is living in ]\Lontana, where she is leading a gay life
around the polls, owing to the fact that she is a candidate for the office of Gov-
ernor of that State."
"Wyola Wallace, by hard trials and repeated scientific exjieriments, has
recently discovered how to make biscuits from charcoal."
"Kate LaFoy, after spending several mouths iu the Battle Creek Sani-
tarium, has resumed her work in the city kindergarten of Atlanta."
"Janie Ford, having lately found her a 'Malcourt,' has gone to ISTova
Scotia to junip the lover's leap. She has our best wishes."
"Leila Ferguson has recently been elected to fill the chair of Latin at
St. Mary's."
"Perrine Stover, the travelling Y. W. V. A. Secretary of the Carolinas
and Virginia, spent several days at the College last week. Through her efforts
three hundred dollars was raised to help support Lucile Crawford, our mis-
sionary in India."
"Mary Rich, representative of J. P. Bell & Co., Printers and Engraver;'.,
was at the College recently for the pur])ose of getting the contract for the
Tati.ek of 1921."
"Sallie Thompson is making toys with a firm in Atlanta. What is there
a Winthro]) girl cannot do V
"Elizabeth Trautham has just returned from Paris, where she visited
her old classmate, Gertrude Biemann, who is a designer of patterns for the
fashionable magazines. She also saw Gertrude's assistant, Edith Lofton, who,
having become very stylish and lieantiful, takes great ])ride in her work."
A kitchen scene now became most prominent. Two ladies were freezing-
cream while a third lady prepared the custard. One of them said, "Alaska is
a fine dairying country. I am glad I live here." Now I saw the faces of all
three—Birdie Lay and Elberta Sease at the free^zers and Margaret Morrison
making the custard. Churnful after churnful was made. Birdie and Elberta
ke] t Margaret busy; they wimld turn the churn about four seconds and say.
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"All right!" Aftt'i' ] had hoard, them say "all I'ight !" for ahont the twentieth
time, mj attention was attracted by another pictnre. This was an old fash-
ioned quilting party. Six ladies, three of whom were strangers, were seated
around the qnilt. The other three were Ida Palmer, Winnie Fitts and Mary
Ellen Eaves. Somebody asked Winnie why her husband did not come.
"Oh," answered Winnie, "he's gone to Hollow Creek to preach a funeral
this evening. Mary Ellen, did your husband go?"
"No," said Mary Ellen, as her little eyes grew wider with amazement,
"John's ploughing his new-ground this evening. Where is George, IdnV
"He and the hands are hauling cotton to market to-day," said Ida; "it's
bringing eighteen cents now. I am so glad I married a farmer. Who else
that you know of in our Class married farmers f
"EUie Jacobs, Vilinda Hamilton and Annie Sams. They all live in
Orangelmrg County and are well to do," said Mary Ellen.
"Well, what ever became of Rena Wald T' asked Wirniie.
"Rena Wald!" exclaimed one of the strange and rather old-looking ladies.
"The law me! was she your classmate? She married my son and they live
out West. Rena is so wasteful ! Why, she cuts pie into four pieces and ])uts
cream into mashed potatoes."
"Where is that other Rena who was in our C^lass ?" asked some one.
"Rena Tillman?" said Mary Ellen. "She teaches in our neighborhood,
and is living on buttermilk and fresh eggs. Should you see her you would not
know her—she weighs 29-1: pounds avoirdupois."
"Oh-ee !" exclaimed the whole party.
"Come," said Ida, "jSI^ettie, the cook, said refi'eshments are ready."
I now saw two ladies walking on the seasli(.)rt—"Well, well, Emily
Ravenel and Sallie Royall !"
Sallie said, "Emily, I am so glad you stopped over to see me. The mo-
notony of school-teaching needs to be broken. I wish you could stay a week."
"I wish I could too, but I must return to my school," said Emily. "You
ought to have been with us at the meeting of the Southern Educational Asso-
ciation. I saw several of our old classmates—Helen Lathro]), who is teach-
ing in Texas, and Isabel Bailey, who has established a model home somewhere
in Mississippi for the special training of women from all parts of the South-
ern States, and —
"
"I wish I could see all of my Class together again. Wouldn't it be line?"
said Sallie.
Tlicrc wiis silciu'c, and tlicy Imtli looked very sad, whifh caused mo to
teel sad. Foi' a iiioiiient I was almost lost in oblix'ion. Presently I looked
up and found lliat the s])irir had vanished. Ilowevei-, in the distance I heai'd
these faint words: "Dear is the menioi'v of our scdiool days, and sweet is it
to live ayain in thouii'ht with those brii^ht faces of our school-day chnms. But
all hath suffered change. The world moves on and we, the Class of 11)10.
must keep pace."
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Junior Class
oi.oifs ;
JNTotto
Ganiet and Gi-av.
Esse qiiam vidcvi.
Flowkr Ked Cavnatioii.
OFFICERS
Eii:\IA NETTLES President
RUTH BOLIVER Vice-President
LILLIAN GENTRY Secretary
DORA GUY Treasurer
CLASS ROLL
ANDERSON, \'10LET
ANTLEY, GRACE
ARMSTRONG. CORA
BABB, SARA
BALL, MARY
BARKSDALE. GLADYS
BAXLEY, ALVA
BEDELL, MADELINE
BENTON, MAMIE
BOLIVER, RUTH
BRAMLETT, ALICE
BROWNE, ELIZAI^ETH
BROWNE, SIBYL
BRUNSON, MARY
BURRISS, ANNIE L.
CARSON, LOUISE
CARTWRIGHT, MARY
CAVENEY, LILLIAN
( HEATHAM, ALMA
COGBURN, GLADYS
COLEMAN, RUTH
COLTHARP, MAY
COOK. LILLIAN
CORK, JULIA
DANTZLER, QUINETTE
DERHAM, ANNIE
DERHAM, EMMA
DIBBLE. RUTH
DIETZ, HELEN
DOGGETT, LUCY
DUCKETT, IRMA
FEWELL, CECIL
FEWELL, EVA
FEWELL, LOUISE
FREW, LUCILE
GENTRY, LILLIAN
GIBSON, LILLIAN
GIBSON, CLARA
GIBSON, NINA
GREGORY, HOPE
GUY, DORA
HAFNER, WREN
HALL, JOSIE
HALL, REBECCA
HAMILTON, MARY
HEAPE. MARION
HICKS. GRACE
HIGHTOWER, LULU
HOLLOWAY, FANNIE
HOUGH, BRUCE
HUTCHINSON, ANNIE
HUTTO, SARA ETHEL
HYDRICK, ANNIE
HYRNE, ESTHER
IRBY, ANNIE LOU
KIRVEN, MARY
LAWRENCE, MARY
LENOIR, BERTIE
DOWRY, HELEN
LYNCH, JOHNNIE iMAY
MASSEY, KATHLEEN
MILLER, LILLY
MOORE, IDA
McGOWAN. CHARLOTTE
McILWAIN, ORENE
McMANUS, PEARLE
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McMAHON, ANNIE
NEELY, JUANITA
NETTLES, EMMA
NIXON, FANNIE
O'NEAL, VERMELLE
OWENS, LIZZIE
PAYNE, RUTH
PERRITT, BERTRAND
PETERSON, LILLIAN
PHILLIPS, DAISY
POLIER, ESTHER
PORTER, FLOSSIE
PRATT, JOSIE
RANDLE, GENEVIEVE
RAILEY, MARY E.
RAY, ANNIE
REAVES, CARRIE
REAVES, ETHEL
RICHBOURG, ALLEYNE
RIVERS, MARTHA
RODDEY, LILLIE
SALLEY, EJNIMA
SMITH, ELIZABETH
SOMPAYRAC, MARY
STEM, LILLIAN
STOKES, MARY
STOKE.S, RUTH
STRAIT, ROSA
STROTHETJ, GERTRUDE
STROTHER, IRENE
STROTHER, RUBY
TARRANT, BLANCHE
TIMMERMAN, BESSIE
TINS LEY, LOIS
THOMSON, EMMA
VARN, SALLIE
WESTON, MILDRED
WILDS, CORNELIA
WILLIAMS, LILY
WILLIS, ZULA
WIS]<:. WILLIE :\IAE
WITHERSPOON, HELEN
WATSON, ETHEL
WATSON, LILY
WATSON, PANSY
WEATHERLY, HAZEL
YEADON, LOUISE
YOUNG, NEAL
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Junior Class History
WHEN^ a i>,'eii('i"al has led his fovccs thi'dnuh iiiaiiy trials and difficiilties,
and has so iiiaiiceuvcrcd that he has at last marshaled his tVirces on the
strategic ])oiiit of the hattle-tield, he feels that he has done well, and
that at least half the battle is won. So the Class of lUll feels. It has
]mssed th:ough the follies f»f the Freshman year, and the Sophomore conceits,
and is now at the point where it ('oniniands a view of all sides. It can look
l)ack and see the mistakes and ahsni'dities of the past. tlierel)y gaining wisdom
to guide its future actions. It has a clear vision of Avhat is to be met with
and overcome in the last year of its college life. One advantage, by no means
to be ignored, is that having passed through them, the terrors of the Fresh-
man and Sophomore years cannot be eternally held up before Juniors as the
'Svorse which is yet to come," and from much exjierience the des])airing cry
of the Senior is to them like the cry of "wolf." But may it not terminate in
like manner
!
When this Class of ours first came to Winthi-op, we of course felt that
the College had been founde<l and constructed for our ex]iress benefit, and
that the State had done well by itself in ihns ])i'oviding for us. And this
belief was only coniirme<l when we were in the course of oiir second year.
And, oh, our as])irations ! We expected to be victorious in all things, and it
was even hard t() bear the defeats that Freshmen are due to have.
For awhile our Class felt that the Fates were against it. From custom,
it was our right, as Sophomores, to win the banner last year in basketdjall.
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I!nl when tlir i;i'('iil diiv caiiic i'nv llic fiiiiil liiiiiic lo decide the eli;nii])iiiiislii|i,
and we liiiled hv diie i^oal In win onr lieaiis' desire, we felt it was iinleed a
Macl< (lav toi' lis, and \\'e ('(Hild tliiiil\ id' iki jidssilile reason f(ir ex'cr aii,'aiii
wnrkiiiii' 1(ir aiiylliinii,'. lint tliat ordeal did us no real harm; it drew lis
nearer too-etlier indixddnall v and as a class we soon rallied, as oiir siieeess
soon afterwards in a literary contest proved. We were made to see that cir-
eiiinstances not under onr control often arise, and that we were merely earry-
luiX mil the ]ilan for onr nltimate success. For we are sure that wc are now
stronii'er and more capable as the result of (.)ur misfortunes. Anyway, that is
the halm we apply to onr wounds, and if we find consolation in the thoiii;ht,
1 am sure no one liegrndges it to us.
We are still looking for the silvei' lining to our cloud, and so we cannot
liut he hopeful in regard to our athletic prospects for this year. And to jiro-
ceed in this optimistic frame of mind our Class has a greater pleasure in store
than any Class has ever had, for when a greatly longed-for object is withheld
for an undue length of time, is not the final pleasure of possession relativcdy
greater^ Think of our feelings when we at last hold the banner in our grasp!
Into the one year left us at college we are going to stri\'e to crowd as
many victories and successes as it can hold. If we succeed in this attempt,
then all" will indeed be well; if we fail, then the bonds of our friendship for
each other will only be drawn tighter, and our ability to bear the vicissitudes
of life only increased. But whatever fortune befall iis, we shall always live up
to our honest, straight-forward motto, "Etfse quaiti videii."
Class Poem
Come, gills, let's sing,
Come let's make the campus ling,
With a cheer.
For the Class of ]!»11.
The fairest under heaven!
'I hen here's a deep-drunk toast
For the class of which we boast.
In our pride.
For the Class of 1!)11,
Tlie fairest under heaven!
Now. ^irls. here's a prayei'.
Tliat tile world may ever share
All its joy.
With the Class of 11)11,
ThiL' fairest under heaven!
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Sophomore Class
Motto : Loyal in all things.
CoLOits: IJIaek and Gold. Flowers : Marochal Neil Tlosc.
OFFICERS
LEONA THOaiASSON Presiijent
iSlADGE EDWARDS Vice-President
GERTRUDE DICK Secretary
FRANKE LESESNE Treasurer
CLASS ROLL
ADAMS. BENNIE LEE
ANDERSON, HARRIET
ATKINS, TULLIE
AUSTIN, EDITH
BAILEY, ELIZABETH
BAKER, ELEANOR
BARTON, BERTHA
BECKHAM, GENEVIEVE
BIGBY. EDITH
BLACK. ALMA
BOSTICK, CAROLINE
BOWMAN, MINNIE
BROWN, ANNIE
BROWN, IRENE
BROWN, MARY LOUISE
BROWN, :\IABEL
BRYAN, IRENE
BURRISS, BERTHA
CANNON, MERTIE
CARROLL, VIRGINIA
CHAPPELL, KATHERINE
CLARK, JOYCE
CLARK, PEARL
COKER, MARGARET
CORBETT, ETHEL
COX, EDNA
DICK, GERTRUDE
DORRILL, RUTH
DuBOSE, AMELIA
DuPRE, AUGUSTA
EADDY, IVA
EARLY, KATHERINE
EDWARDS, ELEANOR
EDWARDS, MADGE
ERVIN, LOIS
EVANS, AGNES
FERGUSON. MILDRED
FISHBURNE, ULMER
FOLK, ANNIE
FORD, MAY
FOSTER, ANNIE
FOSTER, DAISY
ERASER, EDITH
FREW, KATHERINE
FREW, EVELYN
GANDY, MAY
GARRISON, BESSIE
GORDON, MARY
GREENE, ELIZABETH
GRIBBIN, ANNIE
HALL, GRETA
HART, PRISCILLA
HAVIRD, CORRIE LOU
HENDERSON, KATHERINE
HERRIOTT, SARAH
HOUGH, NANNIE
HOWZE, BETTIE
HUGGIN, ELLEN
HUGGINS, EUNICE
HUGHES, ANNIE
HUTTO, IMYRTLE
INABINET, MARY
JONES, BESSIE
JONES, ETHEL
JONES, EVA
JORDAN, CLAUDIA
JORDAN, LUDIE
KAUFMANN, LOLA
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KILGOEE, JANIE
KITTLES, STELLA
LAWTON, EULALIE
LELAND, SUE ANNIE
LEMMON, LUCILE
LESESNE, ERANKE
LOWE, BELLE
MARSHALL, JESSIE
MARTIN, BERYL
MARTIN, ELIZABETH
MATHESON, MAY
MELETTE, SARAH ANN
MILLER, ANNIE
McCULLOUGH, CLARA
NAIL, JESSIE
ODOM, RONIE
OWING S, WILLIE
PATRICK, GRACIE
PITTS, ARETIS
PLATT, DOROTHY
PLEXICO, JULIA
PLOWDEN, HARRIET
POAG, ESSIE
PORTER, ROBBIE
EAWL, ESTELLE
RAY, NELLIE
REID, FLORENCE
REID, HELEN
RIGDON, LAURA
RILEY, NELLIE
RILEY, RUTH
RISER, ANNIE ROSE
RIVERS, LEORA
ROBERTSON, IDA
ROBINSON, KATHARINE
roddey, cammie
roddey, carrie
rogers, annie
rogers, edith
ro(;ers, marjorie
russell, minnie
russell, nellie
russell, nina
salley, gretchen
salley, lurline
salter, helen
sellers, etta
setzkr, fannie lee
SIMl'SON, KATE
SMITH, SEPTIMA
SNELGROVE, LILLIAN
SNIPES, WILLIE MAUD
STEM, JESSIE
STEWART, SADELLE
STONE, TECOA
SURASKY, ESTHER
SWANN, MARY BELLE
SYFAN, MARY
TITMAN, GRACE
THOMASSON, LEONA
TRANTHAM, NAN
TURNER, ESTELLE
WHISNANT, JEANNE
WHITE, PAULINE
WICKER, REBECCA
WIGGINS, ELIZABETH
WILLIAMS, LENA
WILSON, ANNIE
WOODS, HELEN
YOUNG, NEALE
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Sophomore History
OUR Class
—
the Class of 1912—is difforeiit in vevy few i'es])eets tVoiii
the many Sophomore Classes that have jii'eeedcd it. When it comes to
hard work, we rise nobly to the standard set ns, and wli;'n it comes to con-
ceit, we confess that we have inherited our fnll share. Far from hein"' ashamed
of this conceit, however, we glory in it! Wliat would this world he without
good, healthy conceit^ A survey of l)oth history and literature shows us that
all the men who have made their mark in the world have possessed it in a
large degree. Nothing is so conduci\'e to self-confidence as conceit—and to
the self-confident, all things are 2)ossihle.
To he perfectly frank, we feel that in us a lack of conceit would be
])ositive evidence of a weak mind. Are we not tlu' first Class at Winthro])
that has ever been allowed, as Freshmen, to take jiart in all the exercises of
Field Day? And are we not the class whicdi last year, as FreshuKu, gave the
Sophomores such a hard fight in l)asket-l)all that at the end of the Fresh-
Soph game, the Sophomores, though victorious by one point, w;'re wee])ing
from sheer nervous terror? It is true that (.)nc' morning, about the middle of
7.3
Miircli, sonicthiiii;' lia])])eiie(l in cIuiimI which prickod our conceit so shar])]y
thai \vc caiiic In ciii'th with a sinasli ; lint \)\ iii^ht oiii' naturally optimistic
spirit had rcvi\c(l. Decidedly, it will take more than a few Ill's and 1 V's
til take ihc cdnceit (int <if this Sophomore Class.
Oar cnnceit is not (itfensive like that of some of nnr elder sisters, for
with it we condiine a didicate tactfnlness. If we do ])ity the ^Door, ignorant
Freshmen, we have too much consideration for their feelings to tell them so.
We are so tactful that we even refi'ained from ottering to make their yell for
them—especially as we thought that perha]is others conld do it better than we.
We are glad that we came to Winthroj) College, for we feel that it is
doing ns good; and then, too, what a jiriceless benefit we are bestowing on our
fellow-stndents in the way of an illustrioTis example ! We try not to think of
tlie time, two years hence, when we shall leave them, but the thought will come.
However, Winthroji's loss will be the gain of the outside world; and, as we
go out into wider ttelds of usefulness, it will gladden our hearts to recall what
a noble record we have left behind.
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^op!)omorc Poem
Here's to the dandiest elass we know,
Tlie class of fame inilcild.
The rave old, dear o]il Sophcniioi'e Class,
The elass of the I'.laek and (Jold.
Here's to the merriest elass we kiKJW.
So full of fun and jest.
The dearest, fairest, joUiest elass!
So liere's 1o Ihe "hest" of the hest.
Here's to the worthiest elass we know.
So lionest, just, and ti'ue.
The l)rainiest, bravest, purest elass,
So So]iliomores—here's to you.
Here's to the strongest class we know.
They work, they dig, they delve.
The steadiest, surest, truest class
—
The Class of Nineteen Twelve.
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In ^emoriam
JMarp arrtus 5^itts
jeotiember 4, 1891 april 10, 1910
Q^emtjer of Cla00 of 1912
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Freshman Class
JMot'I'o: "I<\i('crc iinl iiioriri."
C'OLOK's: ('riiiisoii and l>lac*k.
OFFICERS
ESTHER MURRAY Pkksidknt
ANNIE BUDD KENDRiCK Vice-President
VERA BOND Secketaky
CLARA CHILDS Treasurer
CLASS ROLL
ABLE, GWENDOLYN
ALLGOOD, V1VL\N
ALMOND, NELL
AMAN, HARRIET
/ MAN, PEARL
ANDERSON, CARRIE
ANDERSON, GRACE
ANDERSON, INA
AVERY, MARY BELLE
BAKER, ANNIE B.
BALAGUER, ALICE BECK
BARBER, LUCILE
BARRATT, MARY
BARRON, ANNIS E.
BASKIN, BESSIE
BASKIN, GEORGIA BELLK
BELL, ESTELLE
BEST, LILA
BLACK, LOUISE
BLACK, SARAH LEE
BLACKMAN, JESSIE L]<:E
BOND, VERA C.
BRIAN, NANNIE K.
BROCKINGTON, ADA B.
BROGDON, KATE
BROWNE, JESSIE
BROWN, NAN
BRUNSON, HATTIE
BUCKNER, MERCEDES
BURDINE, ROSAMOND
BUTLER, ALICE MAY
CALHOUN, GUSSIE
CALVEUT, SARAH
CARPENTER, LOUISE
CAUSEY, SALLEY
CHANDLER. ELLEN
CHAPMAN, BERNICE
CHAPMAN, RUTH
CHILDS, CLARA
CLARDY, OPHELIA PEARL
CLARK, AMMIE BELLE '
COCHRAN, BESSIE
COLEMAN, CARRIE
COLEMAN, ISABEL
COLEMAN, LOUISE
COLLIER, MAMIE PEARL
COLVIN, MAYME
CONEY, BEATRICE
CONNER, KATHRYN
COX, ESSIE
COX, EDNA HILL
CREIGHTON, ALMA
CREIGHTON, MARTHA
CRICK, HATTIE
CUMMINGS, ELLA MAY
CUNNINGHAM, SALLIE
CUTTING, CAROLINE
DANIELS, ERNESTINE
DICK, DORA
DOMINECK, JULIA
DORROH, WILLIE
DRAEEIN, LENA
DUBOSE, ETHA LOU
DUCKETT, THOMAS
DULIN, GEORGIA
DUNN, MARGUERITE
DUNNOVANT, MAMIE
DURANT, RUBY
EADDY, RUTH
EDWARDS, KATHERINE
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EDWARDS, LUCY
l']i:)WARDS, MARGARET
EDWARDS. ]\IARY
ELLIS, MARY
EPTING, LULA MAY
EVANS, MARGARET
EVANS, NAN
FANT, WILHELMINA
FARROW, NATALIE
FENNELL, ALMA
FERGUSON, VIOLA
FEWELL, I SA 15ELLE
FINLEY, MAHY ELIZABETH
FITTS, ENICE
FLOYD, FLORENCE
FRIPP. FLOSSIE
FURSE, MARGARET
GANDY, EARNEST
GANDY, ORA
GARRISON, CARRIE
GASSAWAY, EMMA E.
GASSAWAY, EMJNIA H.
GIBBS, DRUE
.
GORDON, Fl'MMA
(JOIIE, ANNIE JEANETTE
GRAHAYI, DORCAS
GRAHAjNI. SARA MAE
GREEN, ESSIE
GREER, JOSIE
GREGG, ALICE
GREGORY, LOIS
HALL, MILDRED
HARDIN, HALL
HARRIS, BEULAH
HARRIS, FLORIDE
HART, EUGENIA
HEAPE, LIZZIE F.
HEARON, ETTA
HEATH, NANCY J.
HENDRICKS, GRACE M.
HICKS, FRANCES L.
HICKSON, MARY
HIERS, BEULAH L.
HILDEBRAND, ELOISE C.
HILL, ALICE
HOLTZCLAW, LILLIAN E.
•HUEY, MARY
HUGGINS, BESSIE
HUGHES, PAULINE
HUGHSON, ELEANOR B.
HUNTER, MARY I.
HUTCHINS, ZOLA T.
HUTCHINSON, MAGGIE LOU
HYER, RUTH
IRBY, KATHERINE H.
-JAMES, VIRGINIA PEARL
JAMES, SARAH B.
JEFFRIES, MILLIE E.
JEFFORDS, LUCILE B.
JENNINGS. MARGARET E.
JOHNSON, META A.
JONES, CALLIE E.
JONES. CHARLOTTE
JONES, DORA L.
JONES, EMILY E.
JONES, G. ALICE
JORDAN, LILLIE BELLE
JORDAN, ORA A.
KELLAR, FAIRY BELLE
KENDRICK. ANNIE BUDD
KENNEDY, ALICE
KIBLER, LILLIAN E.
KILGORE, CAMILLA H.
KING, MARGARET B.
KIRK, EUDORA D.
KNHJHT, OLIVE
LANGSTON, FLORENCE
LAY, SALLIE M.
LEWIS. ANNA R.
LEWIS, E. GRACE
LEWIS, S. NINA
LINDSAY, SUSIE S.
LIVINGSTON, MAUD
LONG, EUNICE O.
LUPO. L. ALMA
LYLES, CORA LEE
MACAULAY, CATHERINE A.
MADDOX, ETTIE F
MAJOR, PATTI
MARTIN, LILLY J.
MARTIN, KATHERINE M.
MAYFIELD. VIRGIE F.
MELTON. LUCILE
MONTGOMERY, CLARA W.
MONTGOMERY. DOROTHY W.
MOONEY. LOUISE M.
MOORE. LILA M.
MORRISON. GERTRUDE T.
MURRAY, GENEVA L.
MYERS, CATHERINE H.
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MYKH,S, SADIK K.
McCALI., SARA
McCLENAGHAN, NINA J.
McCLUER, ELlZAJVI-rrH
McCOWN, SALLIE n.
McCOVVN, WALL1]<] A.
Mccracken, mattie
McCULLOUGH, ANNIE
jNlcCULLOUGH, JESS J E
McCULLOUGH, VnaAN
McCUTCHEN. BERTHA E.
McDERi\JON. ROWENA E.
McDowell. ]\l\ry e.
McMANUS, KATE
McMURRAY, HATTIE J\1AY
McNAB, ELIZABETH R.
NEAL, GEORGIA V.
NEWTON, NELLIE H.
NICHOLS, ROSA E.
NIX, AZILE B.
OLIVER, EUNICE G.
PARKS, GEORGIA A.
PARROTT, INEZ
PATTERSON, RUTH A.
PEARCY, MAUD L.
PEGEUS, NELL
PHELPS, HELEN V.
PINSON, RUTH E.
PLUNKETT, LUCY L.
POAG, ELFREIDA
POAG, JENEATTE E.
PORTER, CONNIE M.
PRICE, VIVIENNE E.
PYATT, MAY A.
RABB, SUSIE BELLE
RAMBO, NELLIE
RAMBO. VIRGINIA
RAVENEL, ELIZABETH DE ST.
RICHARDS. SADIE E.
RILEY, MARION
ROBBINS, MARGARET E.
ROBERTSON, MYRTLE J.
RUDD, SARA C.
RUFF, MARGARET M.
RYAN, BESSIE
SALTER S. LILLIAN C.
SAMS, EMMIE C.
SAMS. EMMIE R.
SANDERS, JANIE BELLE
SANDIFER, TATTIE M.
SCHIRMER, AMELIA
SCHORB, ANNIE C.
SESSIONS, BEUNA
SHEAI.EY, NELLIE RAE
SHIRLEY, ANNIE L.
SHIRLKY, LILLIAN R.
SIMPSON, MAURICE
SKELTON, CLAUDINE
SKINNER, GLADYS M.
SMITH, CORA
SMITH, JULIA E.
SMITH, BERTHA
SMITH. :\I. INEZ
SOWELL, BESSIE iMAE
SPRATT, FRANCES M.
STACK, ALICE B.
STANLEY, MINNIE L.
STEVENSON, ANNIE E.
STEWART, WILLIE
SURER, ANNIE LAURIE
TAYLOR, VIRGINIA D.
THERRILL, LEILA
TIMMONS, MILDRED
TOLBERT, ALICE C.
TURNER, ONEIDA A.
VAN WYCK, ELIZABETH H.
VARN, DAISY B.
VAUGHN, HATTIE B.
WALKER, ANNIE B.
WATKINS, RUTH
WHITE, J. SUMTER
WHITLOCK. RUTH
WICKER, M. ERNESTINli:
WILKES, IMOGEN J.
WILLIAMS, EVA MAY
\^ILLIAMS, M. KATE
WILLIAMSON, MARY M.
WILLIFORD, RUBY
WILSON, ANNIE A.
WILSON, M. EUZELIA
WITHERSPOON, NANCY R.
WOODRUFF, EMMA C.
WOODS, MARGARET L.
WRAY, JANIE C.
WRIGHT, KATE B.
YARBOROUGH, DORIAN
YARBOROUGH, JOj]
Y'ARBOROUGH, KATE
YONGUE. E. EVA
YOUNG, F. EILEEN
fi
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^Freshman History
WE wish to make a statement. We desive to affirm something. It isthis: the Freshman Class of lOl.'j is the biggest, the brightest and
the best Freshman Class that has ever trod the green sward of
W^inthrop's campus.
It IS file biggest. That it is the l:)iggest cannot be questioned. It has
two hundred and seventy-one members. Of the whole student body nearly
three-sevenths are Freshmen. We are so big that it took a new dormitory to
accommodate us, aiul a new dining hall was built for our especial Ix'iictit.
These two buildings are the most beautiful and artistic on the campus and
the cause of their erection was all on account of our coming. Although all
of this is true, the biggest thing about the Freshman CUass is its opinion of
itself.
It is the Tjvightest. Knowing that false modesty has ke])t many great
organizations in the background we are determined that it shall not hamjjer
this historical sketch. Hence we make the foregoing statement. We fairly
scintillate. Some people are mean enough to say that it is only (jur verdure
showing forth, but they are either color-blind, or the green-eyed monster is
in their own eyes. It is stars and double stars that inake our reports look
like the milky way. Now who dares to say that we are not the lu'ightest
—
in our own opinion ?
It is the hest. We acknowledge that in e^'ery phase of college life the
Class of 1913 is the best. The teachers marvel at the excellent work done
by the Freshmen in the class-room. "The curricidnni must be raised," says
the faculty. In athletics we are going to be the best, for although we are just
starting out, already the upiier-classmen say "Watch the Freshmen." The
Freshman Class is the best in the class-room, and is g<jing to be the best in
athletics, but the best thing about the Freshman Class is its opinion of itself.
Class Editotj.
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Courage, Jftesijmen;^
Have courage—Freshmen! courage!
Look duty in the face,
Fear not tlie taunts of others,
Press on ! you'll win the race.
Have courage—Freshmen ! courage
!
By fours be not dismayed,
'Tis by triumph over failure
That the double stars are made.
Have courage—Freshmen ! courage
!
E'en though the time seems long,
If j'Oii but do your duty
'Twill pass by like a song.
Then courage—Freshmen ! courage
!
Let each take up the cry,
For armed with such a watchword.
We'll win each thing we try.
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Special Class History
ANOTHER year has come—another year with its bright ho]>es and.
conntless oj^portunities. It finds our Special Class much larger than
ever before and each of its members striving with a greater earnestness
toAvard the shining goal of her ambition. Among ourselves we are greatly
divided in our respective talents and andntions, but in each of our hearts is
strongly embedded the hope of doing great things when we go out in the wide
world to begin our career.
Our musicians will charm the ear of the world with sweet melody ; our
artists will delight the eye with beautiful pictures ; our stenographers will be
the best on record. Ah, truly, we are a great class. Our pursuits of knowledge
extend in all fields^ and there is no art, however trivial, that some of us have
not embraced.
Do not think that we have neglected the more homely arts, such as
that great accomplishment, that art of arts—namely, cooking. In oiTr ranks
you will find girls who excel in nearly every nameable accomplishment. Who
would not be proud t<.t be called a Winthrop Special ?
Owing to the smallness of our number and the necessity which compels
us to reorganize every year, we are somewhat at a disadvantage with the other
classes. But we make up for these slight drawbacks by our sturdy, uncon-
querable spirit, as bravely overcoming all obstacles we march forward to victory,
having always the great end in view.
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special Class
Motto : Ad Pcrfcetiora.
C'ui.oi; : llL'liuti'ojx'. Fi.owER : Heliotrope.
OFFICERS
tSADlE J)i;s FORTES President
GILLETTE SHU^IPERT Vice-President
SARA MOORE Secretary
GLADYS ABLE Treasurer
CLASS ROLL
ABLE. CARRIE LOU
ABLE, JENNIE RUTH
ABLE, jMARY GLADYS
ANDERSON, MARY
BARROW, MARY LOU
BOULWARE, MARY ALICE
BROWN, R. MITYLENE
CAROTHERS, ANNIE LYNN
CARTWRIGHT, CARRIE J.
CHAPLIN, MAUD
COLLIER, ORESSIE B.
DANIEL, BESSIE
DES PORTES, SADIE LeC
DORROH, L. ROBERTA
ELMA, EMILY
FEWELL, ANNA KATE
FREW, MARGARET
FUDGE, E:\IMIE L,
GILMORE, DESIR E.
HAMMOND, LOULA C.
HART, HELENA
HEARON, ELIZABETH \A'.
HOOD, MARY
JOHNSON, LOUISE J.
J(JNES, GLADYS
KETCHIN, LAURA
KING, MAIDA V.
KINSEY, MILDRED B.
LEWIS, LEONE A.
MOORE, L. GERMAINE
MOORE, SARAH R.
McKAIN, LORETTA
RANKIN, ANNA
REID, ELEANOR M.
RIVERS, JANIE S.
RODDEY, :SIAGGIE LOU
ROSE, MAjSIIE E.
SADLER, CARRIE A.
SCHUMPERT, GILLETTE
SCHWERIN, OCTAVIA H.
SMYER, M. LOIS
SNADER, MARGARET
SWANN, MARY LEE
THERRELL, SUSIE M.
THOMPSON, LILA R.
TILLMAN, LILLIAN F.
TOWNES, ELIZABETH A.
WEINBERG, EDITH R.
WROTON, GENEVIEVE
YOUNG, M. THEODORA
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eiu0ic
Carrie Lou Able
Jennie Ruth Able
Mary Anderson
IMary Lou Barrow-
Annie Lynn C^arothers
Oressie B. Collier
Bessie Daniel
Sadie L)es Poistes
I<]mily E'lma
Anna Kate Fewell
INIargaret Fhew
Emmie L. Fidge
Desir Gilmore
Theodora Yovng
Helena Hart
Maida King
Sarah Moore
Anna Eankin
Macjgie Lou Eoddey
Mamie Rose
Carrie A. Sadler
Lois Smyer
Margaret Snader
Susie Tiierrell i
LiLA Thompson
Elizabeth Townes
Edith \'\'einberg
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M^uuMOk
^tenograpfjp aiiD Cppeluriting
Maey Alice Bovlware
Mat;d Chaplain
Roberta Dorroh
LouLA Hammond
Elizabeth Hearon
(Jladys Jones
Laura Ketchin
\liLDREi) Kinsey
]Mary Swann
Lillian Tillman
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art
GLADYS ABLE
MITYLEXE BROWN
-JANIE RIVERS
GILLETTE SCHUMPERT
OCTAVIA H. SCHWERIN
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Specials
CARRIE CARTWRIGHT (Special Dressmaking)
LORETTA McKAlN (Expression)
ELEANOR M. REID (Expression)
GENEVIEVE WROTEN (Domestic Science)
Oh, lift up your glass
To the Specials.
The girls so brave and true.
To the happiest class, the merriest class,
That ever wore the blue.
Oh. let's drink success
To the Specials.
Riches, fame, glory, knowledge.
To the brightest class, the bravest class,
That ever came to eollege.
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itittle ^toric0 of Heal Life
In a pleasant country, not far away.
Is a wonderful, wonder fn I scliool.
Where the students for nine weary months nuist all stay,
And to the letter tliey keep each rule.
In this wonderful place are wise teachers and great
;
Very weighty the things they here teach.
From the Classics to Gym students rush soon and late,
As they strive all the knowledge to reach.
mv
blinds '! ]Mere open liooks.
With all their turns and twists.
'riioughts? Read 'cm by your look
We are rswlKdo-ists.
PeD
Learning why children do what.
Learning what children do when.
Learning how children ought to do M'hat,
When they's gone and don;' "Ihal"' tlu'U.
That's Ped.!
Of all the places Seniors like best.
It is the Training School,
Bui while in there they gel iiii rest;
Listen, this is the ride:
You arise every morn at live.
And work till breakfast bell.
At lesson plans and papers dive.
More things than you can tell.
At eight you must be in your place,
Your room is clean and tiim:
In history you follow INIace,
Precise you are in Gym,
The teacher always stands near by.
To have it done just right.
And you can only smile and sigh
When you are mad enough to fight.
ni
I^i0torp
V-,
^
K*^ Ojuu^u*^
Mary's iiiaiiiii, wisliiiiii her little daughter to become a
Icaclier of History, sends her to Wiuthrop C!olle<>e.
jMary arrives.
Mary stands exams tor Sojih. History. This is the letter
Mary's mania received two days later:
"Dear Mama : 1 wish yoii would let me come lujine,
1 just can't stay away any more,
I''or I'm all broken down and I'm looking much worse
'I'lian yiiu ever did see me before.
I stood the exam on history, you know
—
And j\Iama, now please don't be mad,
That teacher, she just tried to Hunk me, T know.
Let me tell you the questions I had:
She asked me the date of the Trojan War;
She asked me to tell when Rome fell;
She asked for a sketch of Pope Urban's address
—
1 never had heard it to tell.
She told me to give an account of King Charles's
Abdication, and why did he leave.
She told me to trace the descent of King John
—
I sup])ose he descended from Eve.
She told me to tell her what history was,
1 told her that 1 didn't know.
I have since heard that history includes everything.
And, Mama. I believe it is so!
And won't you please only just let me come home?
l<'or she put me in Sub-Freshman Class,
And. Mama, believe that never from there,
I never, no never can pass.
Mary goes home.
)l\<XA^ sJl.
llanguage0
French, Sjianish. and Cerman,
The terrible three.
If we could pronounce tliem
How happy we'd be!
We have to learn verbs
From morn till night.
And twist up our faces
Till we look a fright.
Our Latin teaelier is so strict.
Though hard we try to please her;
We always flunk on each exam
—
He it Cicero or Caesar.
And yet there is some recompense
—
^^e'le acquiring "culture" as well as sense.
nl
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Wintlnop luis a genius.
His form is tall and gaunt
;
Of knowledge in the English line
Full nothing does he want.
One da}' a happy Junior.
Introduced by him to Brooke.
In that dread book a mark did make,
And was crushed by one stern look.
The winding in and out of Brooke
Brought many to a four.
But now they're using Halleck,
And Brooke's a thing of yore.
But, sister in the Jiuiior Class,
The Seniors envied you:
This genius made them g(j with him
Not just one mile, but two.
Analysis of sentences
The structure of the clause.
Deljate! Ah, hard and cruel fate,
Broken backs, proverbial straws.
This genius' name and habitat
You wish to know it seems,
'Tis nothing new or startling,
Just Room 14 and Jeenis.
e^mb
And lliis is llic realm where Aslronoiiiy's 1;
Wliere battles with Piiysies and Matli are t(
Tlie Pons Asinonun we cross our fli-st year,
Oidy for hanh'r tilings to jjrepare;
l''()r next we come to the Land of Trig,
Where, as Sophies, we eertaiiily ha\-e (o "di;
'Leetrieity, as Juniors, we try to ch'line;
But as Seniors we leave all this behind
To turn our attention to the stars
And wondrous happenings up in Mars.
Yet ere Mr. Coker will sign our "dips"
There's one more thing tliat we must do:
We must explain to him tlie Rule of Three
Ami why 1+ 1 :ire 2.
light,
mglil.
Science
In Freshman Physiology,
We learn about the lungs and brains,
The use of all the nerves and cells.
The workings of the heart and veins.
But when the skeleton comes forth.
We wait in constant dread;
For Dr. Boyd will make lis name
His bones from foot to head.
If e'er we reach Zoology,
Why, Dr. Jones has more than that,
Not only do we learn the book,
But must dissect the frog and cat.
And must examine every part.
But when we're through at last.
We start in Botany,
Witli llo«'crs of every class.
r^^.
U. /i~.»-
Then coii.es tlie third year's Chemistry,
And ^Ir. Mabry with his jokes.
He makes us laugh and quite forget
The various odors, gas, and smokes.
We work with things in truth "luiknown,
And try to find them out,
And when we get the lilac flame
We've settled everv doubt.
The last year's spent in studying rocks.
And learning how this world was made.
How valleys sink and mountains rise
;
And why the faults have dip and hade.
How rocks are^worn to dirt and sand,
By frost, and wind, and rain.
And then through cements, pressure, heat.
Are changed to lock again.
ll^inDergamn
Sing a song of Kindergarten,
A song I fear I lack
;
Four and twenty tiny tots,
Brouglit us in a hack.
When we once have gatliered,
The tots all in a ring,
We find that they have turned to bir
Rabbits and everything.
Even to Mr. Turkey,
Who called on Mr. Duck,
Tlie fluffy, downy, barn-yard friends.
The hen wlio says "cluck, cluck."
Then the hand of Mr. Clock,
Bound to twelve is nigh,
Once again the hack is here.
Tiny tots, good-bye.
--^
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Q^amial Crtiining
Of all the stuff they teach us here.
There's naught like Manual T.
It calls for work, it calls for time.
But then somehow I seem to see
"Impressions deepen with expression"
So here I make a broad confession
—
At least the half of my profession.
I owe to Manual T.
Full many a model I've wrought for thee.
Dear old Manual T.
And many a period you've stolen from me,
"Cussed" old Manual T.
But workmanship of every kind,
Handwork of rare design.
Arid memories of thee shall e'er be mine.
Beloved Manual T.
art
r" The Special Art girls have jjlenty to do,
Though one iniffht think their tasks are few;
For under the sway
Of Maudie May
They work all day and are never thiough.
How the Freshmen do hate that drawing class
It seems that the hours will never pass!
\Miat they know of perspective
Makes their drawing effective,
But Miss Isles fails to see their beauty, alas!
^m\t
Our college has Psy,
Our college has Ped,
And other good things without measure.
But allegro you agree without diminishing the key,
That Bow-Wow is a treat of great pleasure.
Vetoing anD Cooking
The catalogue calls it "domestic arts,"
But we just call it sewing;
We learn to make all our clothes.
And all the models going.
We stitch and hem and baste and fell,
Till all these things we can do well.
Of all the things we do up here,
'Tis cooking we like best.
We make delightful dishes,
Which we after eat with zest.
Pastry, and pie, jelly and cake,
There's nothing that we can not m
'Bu0ine00
The business course is simply gra
We learn to tvpewrite and do shor
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For several years tliere's lieon a ]ilan
To have the VVinthrop girl
Well trained in both the mind and hand
And well prepared to meet the world.
So now We have another test,
Wliieh eaeh poor ''grad" must stand;
I'^ir those who know this art the best
Are wanted now "in great demand."
We ha\e e(|uipped in modern style
A Home, where Winthrop "grads"
Must play housekeeping just awhile
To li'arn the art for their dear dads.
And when they start to moving o'er
With quilts and blankets gay.
With books, suit eases, clothes and more,
'Tis done in just the model way.
Tiien at tiie dooi' this crowd is met
And given a welcome true.
But soon they're put to work, you liet;
For this is what they learn to do:
They're taught the way to use a broom.
To make the beds up right
;
They learn just how to keep a room.
And fill the lamps and make them bright.
'1^
m
'Tis here they learn to cook and eat,
And wash the dishes, too,
And dust the chairs and keep them neat
—
All this and more they learn to do.
Then when she's through, the Winthrop "grad."
Prepared for any life,
Will be the jjride of her dear dad,
And make some man a "model wife."
Tf"
"Not bv miglit, nor by power,
but by my Sj)irit, saith the Lord
of Hosts."
^, m. €. Z. €tM)intt
OFFICERS
ETIIKL SANDERS PresidejsT
GEORGIA MARSHALL Vice-President
MARION ERASER Secketauy
ELBERTA SEASE Treasurer
LEONA THOMASSON Annual Editor
MARGUERITE DUKES Journal Editor
CHAIRMEN OF COMMITTEES
BIRDIE LAY
LOUISE AULL
MISS LORA B. ABLE
LUCILLE CRAWFORD
j^ijmma nettles
ruth boliver
perrine stover
margaret thorpe
MAE D. PORTER. Leader of Volunteer Band
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Cije goung C^omcn's Cf)n0tian a00ociation
No organization at Winthrop College does so nnich to broaden and strengthen the pur-
poses and ideals of the students as does the Young Women's Christian Association. Every
girl in school comes under the spell of its influence, and her life is made richer and fuller
because of its teachings. In every phase of the work we recognize the guiding hand and the
constant presence of our Heavenly Father, and we know that He is abundantly blessing us.
During the past year the Association was more systematically organized and undertook
and accomplislied more work than ever before in its history. All the committees did faithful
and efficient work. In the fall campaign the membership committee made a thorough canvass
of the whole school and, as a result, five hundred and thirty-five girls out of the six hundred
and twenty-eight joined the Association. Many of the teachers also were active members, and
our College President sympathized with us and helped us by his encouraging words and deeds.
Especially noteworthy was the success of the missionary committee in enrolling four
hundred and eighty members in mission study classes. An interesting three-year course has
been arranged for these classes, and many new reference books have been added to the
Missionary Library. Living and working among us were si.vteen girls who have volunteered
for service on the foreign field, and, as the Student Volunteer Band, they exerted a wonderful
influence over their schoolmates. The Association sent its full quota of delegates, seven,
to the Rochester Convention. It also decided last year to undertake the entire support of a
missionary, and hereafter six hundred dollars will be raised annually for that purpose.
The Bible Study Committee worked hand in hand with the Mission Study and main-
tained fourteen well-organized classes. These classes met once a week and reviewed under
their leaders the work done in daily Bible study and reading. Here, too, a three-year course
was offered, and to those who had completed it a course in normal methods was given. This
work was greatly strengthened by a series of lessons conducted by Miss Mary N. Blodgett, a
noted Bible teacher of Detroit.
The full attendance of the students at the Wednesday evening prayer meetings and the
Morning Watch is evidence of the excellent work done by the Devotional Committee. So much
interest was shown during the World's Week of Prayer that all the services were held in the
auditorium; and the special meetings planned at Thanksgiving, Easter, and the Universal
Day of Prayer for Students were a source of joy and inspiration to all.
The Extension Committee, too, has been working faithfully, and last year it arranged
and furnished a rest room and a lunch room for the benefit of the day students.
Neither has the Social Committee failed in its purpose of providing pleasure and recrea-
tion. Under its management a general reception was held at the beginning of the year to
welcome the new students; and a number of birthday parties and entertainments have been
given since. The song services conducted just after supper on Sunday nights were always
well attended.
Tlie Building Fund Committee fully realized the need of a new Association Hall and
Library, and they added a nice little sum to the fund that goes toward the erection of the
Students' Hall, in which suitable rooms will be provided. The Young Women's Christian
Association store, and the various plays and concerts were the sources from which most of
this money came.
Through the work of the Intercollegiate Committee our Association was kept in close
touch with other Associations, not only through correspondence, but by real contact at the
different conferences held in our state and territory. Last spring this committee sent six
delegates to the Asheville Conference, and eleven others went bearing their own expenses.
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Seven dolos-'*''*^ were also sent to the Virginia-Carolina Conference which met at Eichniond
in November. All of these came back with new ideas and inspirations which have meant
mnch ill upbuilding and strengthening the various branches of the work. The visits paid by
the traveling Secretaries were also very helpful to us. We had with us at different times
(hiring Uic year Misses Casler, 'i'aft. \\'hite, Burner, and Garrison. 'i\> our Resident Secretary
We would offer heartfelt thanks for the faithful and untiring services she lias rendered in all
(h'piirtmenf s of the \\drk. Her life has been helpful and inspiring to every girl in school. She
was sent as our ri'])resentative to the great National Conference which was held at St. Paul
last spring.
In view of all this we would lift our hearts to God in gratitude, and in the words of the
Psalmist exclaim, "Bless the Lord, O my soul : and all that is within me, bless his holy name."
Llona Thomasson,
i'. W. G. A. Editor.
^" c^- ^ /"'^ /.'
t^j^JM*
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ClniteD ar^augfjters of tbt ConfeDcrarp
MARY WALL President
FREDRICA LJNDSAY First Vice-Presidknt
NELL DUNCiAN Second Vice-President
LALLAH WYjNL-VN Recording Secretary
RUTH COLEMAN Corresponding Secretary
DONIE COUNTS Treasurer
OLINE JAMES Registrar
NAN TRANTHAM , Annual Editor
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Cbe M3int!)rop Chapter of tfte a. D, C»
It is a nation's men who niako her liislorv; 11 is the nation's women who preserve it. The
men of the Confederacy made a history, nuljle, pure, unsullied. It is the part of the women
of the South to preserve the record of their deeds and to keep alive fires of love and devotion
to the Confederate cause.
In this sacred duty it is but littinf; that the daughters of South Carolina gathered in
\Vinthro])"s halls should have a part. Tliis part is prowing bigger from year to year.
During the past year the Winthrop College Chapter has sent its full quota of delegates
to the Convention in Newberry, has made plans for the establishment of a museum and relic
room, and has contributed in many ways towards the perpetuation of the glory of the Con-
federate soldier. A matter that has aroused considerable interest is the offer of a medal by
the chapter for the best original essay written on a given historical subject by any member
of Winthrop College.
Proud as we are of the |)osition we are maintaining among the other chapters of the
State, the work of our chapter that perhaps means most to us in keeping alive the memories of
the South's noble past, is not so easy to write about. The award of medals, and the appoint-
ment of delegates stir the ambition of a college girl, but it takes a "Confederate evening" to
touch her heart and bring tears to her eyes. Picture, if you can, the most charming spot in \\'in-
throp's halls—a cozy place aglow with the red and white of the Confederacy and the animated
faces of lia]ipy school girls. In their midst is a little white-haired lady who tells personal
reminiscences of the War. The gathering breaks up with "Tenting on the Old Camp Ground,"
and a lump in the throat, and a tear in the eye. and a prayer in the heart that we Southern
girls may be worthy of our priceless heritage.
The time is coming, and coming soon, when the grizzled Veteran will be a figure of the
past generation. The time is coming when no longer Southerners, but all Americans, will look
with admiring pride upon the record of the Confederate soldier. In that time, the hearts of
generations yet unborn will thrill as their eyes pore over pages yet unwritten that shall record
without prejudice the story of the South. In that time it will be the Lost Cause no longer,
for the Confederate soldier in losing will have won a deathless fame. In that time shall it be
that Southern girls will look back to the first generation of Daughters in amazement and
regi-et that those who might have kept their records intact have let them degenerate into mere
tradition? Shall it continue to be a fact that Winthrop College is the only institution in
South Carolina that can boast of a student chapter U. D. C? Shall it continue to be that of
seven hundred girls in our midst less than ope hundred are members of the Winthrop College
chapter? Let every daughter of the South be up and doing, honoring herself and her descend-
ants by perpetuating memories of the glorious past!
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^intljrop iiittmty ^ocietp
OFFICERS—FIRST TERM
JOE KETOHIN President
FREDRICA LINDSAY Vice-President
NOR^IA iSIcNAIR Corresponding Secretary
SUSIE LOFTON Recording Secretary
LILLIAN ^I. JAEGER Treasurer
Second Term
LALLAH WYMAN President
ELIZABETH TRANTHAM Vice-President
PEARL BLACK Corresponding Secretary
ZULIEME ERVIN Recording Secretary
LILLIAN M. JAEGER Treasurer
Third Term
FREDERICA LINDSAY President
LOUISE AULL Vice-President
MARGARET THORPE Corresponding Secretary
SALLIE ROYALL Recording Secretary
LILLIAN M. JAEGER Treasurer
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OFFICERS—FIRST TERM
:\[AKY CARLSON President
LUCY RISER Vice-Pkesident
KATHRYN DICKERT Cokresponding Secretary
ETTA McCULLOUGH Recording Secretary
FRANCES STRIBLING Treasurer
Second Term
LUCY RISER President
ETTA ]\IcCUTLLOUGH Vice-President
ETHEL JAY Corresponding Secretary
DORA GUY' Recording Secretary
FRANCES STRIBLING Treasurer
Tin HI) Term
SOMERVILLE BOOTH President
ETHEL JAY' Vice-President
OLINE JAMES Corresponding Secretary
IRMA DUCKETT Recording Secretary
FRANCES STRLBLING Treasurer
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OFFICERS—FIRST TERM
HEl.EN TOWNSEXD President
MARY WALL Vice-President
RUTH COLEMAN Recording Secretary
WINNIE I'lTTS Corresponding Secretary
MAE D. PORTER Treasurer
Second Term
WINNIE FITTS President
MARGUERITE DUKES Vice-President
LILY MAY FOSTER Recording Secretary
ELLSE CUDWORTH Corresponding Secretary
MAE D. PORTER Treasurer
Tjiird Term
WILLIE SHERER President
ETHEL SANDERS Vice-President
AL^MA DAVIS Recording Secretary
FRANKE LESESNE Corresponding Secretary
MAE D. PORTER Treasurer
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IDiStotp of Watie iJ)ampton ILftctatp ®octetg
flH
For several years the necessity for a third Literary Society at Winthrop had been growing
greater. ^Yintlu•op and Cnrry were botli overcrowded. The matter settled itself last May
when it was realized that there would be an addition of two hundred to the number of our
student body this fall. The Winthrop and Curry Societies united to form this new society.
Members from each were asked by a committee to become charter members of the new society;
and in spite of the struggle they had with themselves to leave their well-loved societies, forty-
one girls responded bravely.
A constitution was drawn up by a committee appointed for that pvirpose and on May 29,
li)Oi). the first meeting was held in Room 8. Officers were elected at once, Miss Helen Town-
send being elected first i>resident. Then a name for the society had to be selected. Many
a])prapi'iate ones were suggested and discussed, but our final and unanimous choice was a name
which lay close to the heart of each of us, which endeared our society to ourselves and to
our people, and which set up for it a standard of high dignity and excellence—Wade Hampton.
Aided and encouraged in every way possible by its mother societies. Winthrop and Curry,
and by every one connected with the College, the Wade Hampton Society has grown in the
number of its members, in the scope and quality of its work, and in its hope to do a great
work for the literary advancement of the students of Winthrop.
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LUCILLE CRAWFORD President
OLINE JAMES Vice-Presideixt
MARGARET WILLIA.MSOX Secretary
SALLIE THOMPSON Treasurer
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Mlintljroj) College Journal OBDitonal ^taff
The WiXTHRor Litekauy Society
]\IAKGUERITE SHEIB Editor-in-Chief
LOIUSE YEADON )
LORETTA McKAIN
f
Literary Editors
BERTIE LENOIR . Assistant Business Manager
The Curry Literary Society'
JANIE FORD Business Manager
SOMERVILLE BOOTH Exchange Editor
OLINE JAMES;
LUCY RISER j Literary Editors
The Wade Hampton Literary Society
LILLIAN GENTRY )
ELSIE CUDWORThJ Literary Editors
PERRINE STOVER Assistant Business Manager
oTS^
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College Ci0ar0!)al0
The Curry Society
ISABEL BAILEY, Chief
ORENE McILWAIN
BLANCHE TARRANT
QUINETTE DANTZLER
iRMA duc;kett
The WiNTHiiOP Society
HORTENSE ROGERS
LOUISE YEADON
LILLIAN STEM
FANNIE HOLLOWAY
ELIZABETH BROWN
The Wade Hampton Society
WINNIE EITTS
SADIE Des fortes
ETHEL REAVES
VIRGINIA CARROLL
MARY HARLEY
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21liini)rop 3ti)letic0
And now to you 1 will relate
The greatest of our sports.
For Winthrop
—
pride of this fair vState-
Has hockey fields and tennis courts.
The girls are happy, bright, and gay,
And, also, strong and Avise,
For Wintlirop sees that every day
Thev take their exercise.
Off to the merry court they run.
And seize the basket ball
;
And then you know the fun's liegun.
For every one can hear them sipiall.
Both teau'iS will try with all their might
To send the ball their way.
It is, indeed, a thrilling sight
To watch them as they play.
Tlie girls of every class stand 'round
To yell, and shout, and cheer,
And when at last the score is found
You hear their voices far and near.
Up go the colors, all awhirl
:
Tlie victory songs are sung.
That team, the best in all the world.
The banner now has won.
Xext comes tennis, full of fun.
With love game, douce, and all.
For there's the cup that must be won
By those who never miss a ball.
The bowling alley will attract
Those of a weaker frame,
And oh! what fun when they attack
The tenpins in the game!
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B:is,.|jall. )ci,i. is ,iiir del i^lii .
Anil when the ,L;iiliir"s l]ci;iin
We I)a1 llial lull f.ir nul (if si-ht
A.iid iiKikc wiial's <-all<'il "ji;)!!!!' run."*
'I'lic lidckcy lii'ld is also j; i y.
Its pleasures are untold;
The ball is eliased in every way,
I'ntii it's tlir(:u,i;li the -nal.
And every year A\e liave Field Day;
Tlien e(jn;es tlie drill so tin-'.
\\'e take ciiniinands willionl delay.
.\nd keep flic straiylitest line.
.\iid llicn (lir dasli, and relay race.
'I'lie jniiips. llic run. and \ault.
Are ildUc \\ith sncli a pleasint;' grae?,
Thai mine can lind a t'anlt.
The class that's dnne the liest this day.
The sihcr cu]) has wim
—
.\iid then I lie hisl iiiatch i;anie we play
Before we end the fun.
^Yhile winners in great joy exult.
Steps fiirlh (iiir I). 1!. wise
And gives tn ns the (me I'esult
Of Ficdd Day exercise.
And in the year of 1!)0!)
When all these things were done.
The dear old Class of 1910
The banner and "half the cup" had won.
The president spoke, his manner cool,
His accent firm and true.
"The best athlete in all this school
Belongs, 1910, to you."
Athletic Eiiitor.
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Senior lBa0keM5tiU Ceam
MARGARET THORPE. IMan.uiek
jMARY CARLSON Eorwaku
GEOR(ilA MARSHALL, Captain
SALLIE ROYALL Center Field
:\L\R(iCER!TK SHEIB Left Field FREDRICA LINDSAY Forwahd
PAULINE SAMS Right Field GEORGIA :\1ARSHALL Guard
LALLAH WYMAN Guard
SONG
TuNE: "Maybe you would if you could''
Maybe you would, if wc sliould let you. you could.
If you're so sure you can beat us.
Why don't you show it?
Or how in the world arc we ever to know it
—
Why don't you try?
We're sure that we wouldn't cry.
Just try and maybe you will,
And maybe you won't.
And maybe you would if you could.
act
YELL
Room-a-lacka! Boom-
Bow ! Wow! Wow!
Chick-a-lacka ! Chick-a-lacka
!
Chow! Chow! Chow!
Huirah ! Hirrah
!
Y'oll it again
!
We are the Class of 1010.
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31unior OBasket-lBall Ceam
LOUISE YEADOX. Captain MAMIE BENTON. Managkh
IRMA DUCKETT Fokwakii MARY CARTVVKIGm. Guard
RUTH COEKMAN . I<\ji!\VAi{i) VEVA RANDEE Center
LOUISE YEADON Ouakd BRUCE HOUG?I Left View
PANSY \AATSON Right Field
YELL
()ne-iiine-doub!e-oiie
!
One-nine-double-oiu'
!
We're the class thai hiuc the fun!
Victories many, failures ikhii'!
Oue-iiine-double-oiie
!
TXiNE:
SONG
"Boiiiiie fUue J'Mau""
W'e arc a l)a]i(l (if .luniors
And sure do luve our team,
Wlio always win and never fail
—
The way they play is keen.
See how they get the ball
And put it in the goal
—
Leaving all the other classes
'Way out in the cold.
Chorus
Hooray! Hooray!
For the Garnet and Gray hooray!
Hooray for the Class of I!)ll
Thai always wins the day!
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YELL
llcn-'s to Uic Class of lilll'.
\\ lui di_<; and delve for kiiowlei
Here's to the Class of till 2,
The best in Wintinop College
.
^ ' ^^-~
"^^fsi^HiSlM^^^^BnB^^^ sono
Tune: "Hang Out the Front Door Key"
Babies, run away, dears.
And hide your faces bold,
Yon ean't beat Black and Gold, dears.
As you've been often told.
Poor things, you surely tried hard,
But it was all in vain.
Now listen here, maybe next year,
You'll not be beat again,
^opftomore 15a0ket'13aII Cctim
MAY FORD, Captain
VIEOIXIA CARROLL, ^Manager
:MILDRED FERGUSON Forward
GENEVIEVE BECKHAAI Forward
KATE ROBINSON Guard
MINNIE RUSSELL Guard
MAY FORD Right Field
NELL BAKER Left Field
MAY GANDY Center
Jfresijman OBasket^TBall Ceam
NANCY \\iTIlErvSl>()().\. (Jai-taia
JACK SPRAT'l'. :\JAivAGi;ii
EARNEST CANDY Richt Fokwai!!)
LUCILLE JEFFORDS I.kft I'oiiWAui)
NANCY WITHERSPOON Uunir C( aki.
CATHERINE MACAULAY Lici-r Ctard
FLORRIE LANGSTON Riciirr Field
ELIZA]',ETII FINLEY Left Guaed
CLARA CHILDS Center
YELL
Largest of any, ever the best,
Finest of many in every test.
Lucky. ]ihu'l<y. dandy. ke:'n.
Is our Class (if did Tliirteen.
SONG
Tune: -Ciaiid Old Flag"
Crimson and black arc llic colors M'e wear,
To each Ih'cslniiaii llic\- aic so dear.
We do nut care liow the Specials play.
-Hurrah! We will heat them to-day, Rah! Kali!
We are ready to sliow what wc really can do.
To our colors we will pi'ove tine.
May okl Thirteen he ne'er forgot.
Keep your eye on well, we won't say what.
*
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Special T5a0feet'lBaII Ceam
GILLETTE SCHU^MPERT, Captain
OCTAVLA. SCHWERIN. Manager
ROBERTA DORROli Forward
MARY ALICE BOULWARE Forward
GILLETTE SCHUMPERT Guard
SARAH MOORE Guard
DESIR GILMORE Field
LAURA KETC H IX Field
M ITYLEXE ]5R( )\VX Center
YELL
We are Spet'ial boin.
And we are Special bred,
And wlien we die,
We'll be Special dead.
Then its
—
Rab. Rab. tbe Specials, Specials.
Rah. Rah, the Specials, Specials.
Rah. Rab. tbe S|.ecials! Rab! Rahl Rah!
SONG
Tune: "Ring.s on Her Fingers"
Brave are the Specials,
And valiant and keen,
We'll beat you, little Fresh,
All so young and green.
If ymi liave any hope of winning this day.
.lust take voiir basket-l)all and hustle awav!
12G
iSDur Cljamiiion
Here's to a maiden quite petite.
Who wins the laurels on field day!
Here's to Winthrop's prize athlete,
lillO's little Lilv JMay!
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^enior*^opt)omore l^ockep Ceam
!.^
Seniors
FRANCES STRIBLING
MARGUERITE SHEIB
NORMA ]\IcNAIR
SUSIE LOFTON
EDITH LOFTON
LALLAH WYMAN
Sol'HOMORES
CLARA McCULLOUGH
mary gordon
annie foster
edith austin
jminnie bowman
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31unior=jFrc0l3mtin IDorkep Cctim
KUTH (,'()LE]\[AN. Captain
Juniors
BRUCE HOUGH
IDA IMOORE
JOHNNIE :MAY lynch
RUTH COLEJiIAN
Feeshmen
GENEVA MUI^RAY
LOUISE COLEMAN
ELIZABETH FINLEY
FRANr:E,S 8PRATT
FLORRIE LANGSTON
MARGARET EVANS
KATIE YARBOROUGH
JESSIE McCULLOUGH
i2!)
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MJljcn li^nigjjts C0crc IBolD
PEOPLE OF YE PLAYE
( I II 01 (III- n( iip/K ii: mil e )
\\ ill Soiiiers, Court Jester to King Henry A'lll Sallie Royall
.laiu' Holingbroke, Maid of Honor to Marj' Tiulor Loretta McKain
Anne Boleyn ) ( ^Marguerite Sheibto" - l-adyes ot \e Cuurt ,, m tvt •Jane Seymour j • Norma McNair
Duke of Buekinghaiii Margaret Thorp :
Sir Adam Judson, His Cousin, a Famous Duelist Alary Kirven
Sir Edward Caskoden, Master of Ye Dance Bertie Lenoir
Cliarles Brandon, Ollieer of Ye King's Guard Georgia Marshall
Alary Tudor, King Henry's Sister Lucile Alelton
King Henry VIII of England Genevieve Randle
Thomas WoLsey, Archbishop of Lim-cln .Lillian Jaeger
Le Due de Longuevilie, Envoy of France Helen Woods
Messenger Mamie Benton
( Hortense Rogers
Guards <. „ •
, , tt ^
I
Priseilla Hart
Katherine, tjueen of England Joe Ketchin
Hastings, Ye Court Tailor Edith Lofton
Toby, Landlord of Ve Bow and String TaNciii Annie Burriss
Morrow ]
, , ^
"
( Zulieme Erwiii
q, Adventurers .^
1 ravers
J | Geneva Murray
Bradhurst, Captain of \c Ship, Koyal Hind C'lara Childs
Francis D'Angouleme, Dauphin of 1'' ranee Alay Pvalt
Ye period is ye XVI century, dnring the reign of good King Henry Vlll.
Ye places of action are England and France.
"Then cast aside ye tawdry painted canvas—let imagination paint ye scene."'
ACT 1
Near ye riv<M' landing at \\indsor Park. Alay Day.
ACT 11
INIary's aijartmenls in liridcwi'll IJdUse, London.
ACT III
Ye Bow ;ind String Ta\;ern. Bristcil—early n-orning.
ACT IV
RocMU in ye Palais des Toui-nelles. Paris—three nKintlis later.
ACT V
A room in Windsor Castle.
"Cloth of gold, do not des]3ise,
Tho' you be matched with cloth of frieze:
Cloth of frieze, be not too bold,
Tho' you be matched with cloth of gold."
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PROGRAMME
DHAjMATIS PEH.SON.li;
( olonel Pre-itdii. iiii old jilaiiter E. Thonison
Colonel ^lol)crly. a it'lic of tlic t'onfederacy R. Porter
Siiuire Tticker, a 'I'alladejia riunity .Iiistiee L. Riser
C'a])taiii Dav('n])i)rt D. Hiigliey
.Mr. Aniistr'oiij;, his agent C. S. Barr
J^athrop Page, a Southern boy M. Carlson
Raymond Page, a party of business M. Porter
Decatur, an ante-bellum servant M. Anderson
^Irs. Page, a widow who thinks twice Lucy Hill Henry
^Irs. Stockton, another widow Somerville Booth
Carey Preston, an Alal)ama Blossom Catherine Tennent
Atlanta Moberly, Colonel jNIoberly's daughter Pansy Watson
Time: A :Month of May, 1880.
ACT I
Scene—]\Irs. Page's (iarden.
ACT II
Scene—Dining-room nf Colonel Preston's Home.
ACT 11
J
Scene—The Magnolia (irove.
ACT IV
Scene—Coloiel Preston's Piazza.
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Ppgmalion anD (Galatea
A MYTHOLOGICAL C01\tEDY
CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In order oi appearance)
Minros, Pygmalion's slave Emma Nettles
Agesemos, Chrysos' slave Mary Swann
Pygmalion, an Athenian sculptor Leona Tliomasson
Cynisca, Pygmalion's wife Mary Wall
Myrine, Pygmalion's sister Ethel Keaves
Leucippe, a soldier Willie Sherer
Galatea, an animated statue Nina McClenaghan
Daphne, Chrysos' wife Wyola Wallace
Chrysos, an Art Patron Lillian Gentry
Scene—Pygmalion's Studio in Athens.
Period—The Age of Pericles.
ifr
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pt Jfairies of ©IDe (iBngliinD f)
PRE,SENTI':i) I'.Y Sl'l'DKN'l'S OF LATIN l)l-:i'Al{ liM EjN T
PROGRAMME
I
The Sleeping Beauty.
a. The Cliiistening.
King Annie Huglies
Qvieen Helen Witherspoon
The Little Princess
The Bad Fairy Friseilhi Hart
II
The Seven (_;(i(id Fairies.
6. The Sleep.
c. The Awakening.
Sleeping Beauty ilary Syfan
Knight Louise Mooney
Attendants.
Ill
Cinderella and Godjiotiiee.
Cinderella Frances Sf ribling
Godmother Johnnie May Lynch
IV
Puck at Mischief.
Puck Lily May Fostei'
Sleeping Girl Ethel Reaves
Maid Bertie Lenoir
Old Woman Emma \Voodruti'
The Fairy Court.
Oberon Dora Guy
Titania Wilhi'niiiui Fant
VI
Fairy Banquet.
Oberon Dora Guy
Titania Wilhemina Fant
Puck Lily :\Iay Foster
Other Fairies.
VII
Sleeping Puck.
Puck Lily May Foster
Oberon Dora Guy
VIIL
Fairy Dance.
IX
Father Time, the Fairies and Father
Shakespeare.
Puck Lily May Foster
Titania Wilhemina Fant
Chick Kate Henderson
Chuil' Madeline Bedell
Cheeehee Nell Baker
X
Good-bye.
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Cl)c Q^crcljtint of ^tnicc
(ilVEiV l!Y .HTNIOl! CLASS IN IIONOI! OF SENIOR CLASS OF 1!)0!)
n».
PROGRAMME
Dkamatis Person.-e
J)uk(' (if N'l'iiit'e F. Lindsay
Antonio, Captain of Higli Sclinol Football team G. Marshall
Bassanio, his friend E. Thomson
Gratiano, another friend M. Thorpe
Shylock, a wealthy gambler L. Riser
Tubal, Captain of Belmont Team, Shylock's friend F. Stribling
Launcelot Gobbo, servant to 8hylock ' M. Rich
The Professor, an x-ray photographer E. Loftan
Policeman E. Sanders
Portia, a rich heiress Norma McNair
Nerissa, her friend Marguerite Sheib
Jessica, Shylock's ward Rena Wald
Miss Abbie S. Threedice. a teacher Lucille Crawford
Antonio's mother )
T, n r> i- ' 1 r Louise AullPoll.y, Portias maid j
Mrs. Gobbo, Launcelot's mother : Ethel Sanders
Football players . ....... .Junior Girls
ACT I ACT IV
Scene—A Street in Venice. Portia's house.
ACT V
Scene I—A Football field.
Scene-A room in Portia's house. g^^^^^ H-Court room.
ACT III
Scene—Shylock's house and yard.
Music by
Girls of Junior Class.
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^iltjer Congue ^emtte
OFFICERS
LALLAH UYMAN President
IRENE STROTHER Vice-President
EMMA THOMSON : Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
MISS BESSIE SALMON, Director
FIRST SOPRANO FIRST ALTO
MARGARET SNADER KATE HENDERSON
ISABEL BAILEY RUTH RILEY
LOULA HAMMOND EMMA THOMSON
SECOND SOPRANO SECOND ALTO
SADIE DES PORTES ANNIE HYDRICK
MATILDA PEAY IRENE STROTHER
LALLAH WYMAN MARY ANDERSON
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Colors: C'liaiiipanue aiul Violet
NELL AL])KICH DUNCAN Most Superb Cassiopeia
MARGARET THORPE All Vigilant Andionieda
MARY BRUNSON Winged Hermes
LALLAH WYMAN Worthy Croesus
ELIZABETH WANNA^NFAKER Most Austere Scribe
PLEIADS
NORMA McNAIR ELIZABETH TRANTHAM
KATHARINE ROBINSON MARTHA RIVERS
ELIZABETH DuBOSE ULMER FISHBURNE
EMMA SALLEY
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iA't.
Cftalia (German CIuD
Motto: "Come and trip it as ye go
On the light fantastic toe."
Colors : (Mvecii ami Cream
OFFICERS
HELEN WOODS President
LOUISE YEADOX Vice-President
BERTIE LENOIPv Sk^retary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
V. McCULLOUGH N. BAKER
S. MOORE D. CAUSEY
L. McKAIN L DUCKETT,
J. SPRATT R. HALL
A. WHITE
14-2
Cerp0icf)orean aernuin Cluti
INIOTTO: "On with the dunce; li-t joy he iiiicniilinod''
Col.oHS: Cviiiison and t ream
Fl.oWEK: The Red. Red. Rose
OFFICERS
FREDRICA LINDSAY President
NORMA McNAlR Vice-President
LALLAH WVMAN Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
M. BRUNSON R. DURANT
C. CARTWRIGHT H. LOWRY
M. CARTWRIGHT K. :\JURRAY
R. COLEMAN L. STEM
14.
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?r4.-l*lA"LA]
,Cf)e ^ur^jiuors of "Lctington"
Motto: Fight for your county
OFFICERS
LUCY RISER Captain
GLADYS ABLE Second Lieutenant
JENNIE RUTH ABLE Sergeant
PEARLE CLARKE Fiest Corporal
ESTE'LLE RAWL Third Corporal
ANNIE ROSE RISER Nurse
PRIVATES
KATHLEEN CLECKLEY, H. P.
LLTLA MAE EPTING, S. P.
ELLIE JACOBS, L. P.
CARRIE LOU ABLE, A. P.
MAUDE FARR, W. P.
ALICE MAE BUTLER (in Field Hospital)
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Cl)e ;anDer0oiiuin0
Favouite Topic of CoNviiRSATioN : Andersdii—tlie gank'ii spot of the earth
Favokite Time of Meeting: In the juootl old suniniei- time
Favorite Publication: Tlic DaUji Mail
Passworii: What's the news fiom home?
JESSIE BROWNE
ROSAMOND BURDINE
BESSIE COCHRAN
ELLA ]\IAY CUMMINGS
WILHELMINA FANT
FLORIDE HARRIS
GEORGIA MARSHALL
MINNIE RUSSELL
NINA RUSSELL
MARGUERITE SHEIB
ELIZABETH VAN WYCK
RUTH WATKINS
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mm^
a Crate of ©ranges
1. 1 1;
Color: Oianoe Flower: Orange Blossoms
Occupation: Eating Oranges
HELEN LATHROP Ambrosia Stirrer
RENA WALD Orangeade Mixer
REBA ALBEGOTTl Orange Squeezer
LITTLE ORANGES
GWENDOLYN ABLE J^IARGUERLrE FURSE
HATTIE BRUNSON LIZZIE HEAPE
MINNIE BOWMAN MARION HEAPE
RUTH BOLIVER MARGARET JENNINGS
BERTHA BARTON ANNIE HYDRICK
ORESSIE COLLIER MARY INABINET
ALMA DAVIS ETHEL JONES
RUTH DIBBLE ALICE KENNEDY
MARGUERITE DUKES LUCILE MELTON
GRACIE PATRICK
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II
"Busk ye, Busk ye.
My Men-y Men all."
Roliiii Hood N. A. DUNCAN
YE MERRY MEN
Little Jolm M. TllOBI'E
Will Stutely N. McNAIR
Will Scarlet L. WYMAN
Midge. The Millev R. C^OLEMAN
Arthur, a Bland G. MURRAY
David of Doneaster L. COLEMAN
Wat d' the Crabstair, The Tinker
M. DUNNOVANT
Friar Tuck D. PLATT
Alan a Dale K. HENDERSON
Ye Sheritr of Nottin,i;hani "DICK"
Place of Meeting:
Favohite Saying
UhiUt llie (ireenwcod Tree
I'll erack thy silly pate
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EeD Cro0S s\tim$t^
Purpose: To heal broken liearts.
OFFICERS
DR. L. BOYD Physician
A. W. HUNTER Head Nurse
PROFESSOR NIVEN Patient
NURSES IN TRAINING
GILLETTE SCHUMPERT President
LILY MAY FOSTER Vice-President
PEARLE CLARKE Secretary
JULIA DOMINICK Treasurer
ROSE NICHOLS ANNIE FOSTER LYL WATSON
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^bt CaterUJtuiIer0
AiJi : To surpass all the great masters
Motto: Music liath its charms
Emblem : Angry cat
Color: Briiulle
Time of Meeting: Oft in the stilly night
Place of Meeting: On the waul
MISS NANCY G. CAMPBELL, Director of Cater«aulian Orchestra
IVA E. EADDY, Piano
MINNIE L. STANLEY, Piano
ELISE R. ROLLINS, Harp
IDA M. MOORE, Mouth Organ
ESTHER POLIER, Violin
ESTHER SURASKY, Guitar
HELEN L. DIETZ. Flute
SARA H. KOHN, Composer
WAULERS
SADIE E. PARKER, Colaratura-Sc.pran(
:MAMIE E. I?LAL0CK, Contralto
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y^jf
Pt mtitn ^i0ter0
TIME OF Meeting: Ere the moon begins to wane.
Place of Meeting: The fourth corner of the earth.
Object: To keep the cauldron bubbling.
EMMA NETTLES
RUTH BOLIVER
ANNIE RAY
LILLIAN GENTRY
INCANTATORS
SADIE Des fortes
FANNIE HOLLOWAY
CORNELIA WILDS
ORENE McIL\A'AIN]<:
MARGARET COKER
GUSSIE CALHOUN
ETHEL REAVES
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WaTC'11-\\'()UI): Si( Llix.
Song: ]!<.! Ilcail.
MEMBERS OF THE SYSTEM
THE SUN 80MERVILLE BOOTH
THE MOON JOHN COKER
HALLEY'S COMET AIARION ERASER
DRAKE'S COMET MARY RICH
THE EARTH
:
SUMTER WHITE
MARS MINNIE RUSSELL
NEPTUNE WRENN HAFNER
JUPITER VIOLET ANDERSON
VENUS LILA MOORE
URANUS GERMAINE MOORE
SATURN GUSSIE CALHOUN
MERCURY PEARL CLARDY
SIRIUS SARA BABB
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Cfje Cooking Cluft
"We may live without poetry, iiiu.sic and art;
We may live without conscience and live witliout heart
;
We may live without love, we may live without books
But—civilized man cannot live without cooks!"
Aim : To become model housekeepers.
]\IoTTO : "The way to man's heart—the hungry sinner
—
Since Eve ate the apple is a good dinner."
Chief Occupation: Studvins cooking-notes.
LUCILE MELTON
MARIOX RILEY
^L\RY SOMPAYRAC
PAULINE SAMS
MEMBERS
LILA BEST
LILLIAN STEM
LUCILLE JEFFORDS
ANNIE BUDD KENDRICK
GENEVIEVE WROTON
EMMIE SAMS
WALTON BEST
ANNIE SAMS
FANNIE HOLLOWAY
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Cl)c peaceful Pipers
Place of GATJiEHi.xd: On tlic grt'at- Rt-d Pipe-sti)nc Quarry.
Et^ii'.iem: TIh' Calumet, the Pe:u'e])i[)i'.
Color : Red.
r -(^itclie ,Maiii(o. tlie Mijilitv,
Emily Ravenel J ,„, ,, , „ ,, ^j ,' ' „
j The Creator of tlie JNations.
( "( )seeo, the Magician,
Elizabeth Ikanham ' . „From the Eveiniig r>tar de«c*eiiaea.
( "By the nlei»sant water courses,
LOULA HAJEMOND i ^^ ' li. J.. • ^T 11 "
/ Dwelt the singer JNewadaha,
„ „ f "0 Pau-Puk-Keewis,Sallie Royall ^ ,^
t Dance tor us your merry dances.
-r „ f "From the full moon fell NokoniisLucy Lee Doggett i „ ,, , , , .. , ^x . • ,.
( \<e\\ the lieautiful Nokoniis.
,,^ -^ ( "Most beloved by HiawatliaMartha Rivers ] r, -t i "
( Was the gentle Chibiabos.
Caroline Bostick | "D^ar. too, unto Hiawatha
( Was the very sti'ong man, Kwasind.
Joe Ketchin j "lagoo—
( He tlie marvellous story teller."
Annie White '. i '^Ji'mehaha, Laughing Water
I Handsomest of all the women."
f "Oweene
—
Elizabeth Wannamaker < She the silent, dreamy maiden,
( Was the fairest of the sisters."
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Cfte J?i0f)=t^nuin CUit)
Time of Meeti.xc: Tlmvsday night.
Aim: To catch a man.
i\IOTTO: in the quiet, seque-iteied nooks of the earth, talk, talk, talk.
FISHERS
SUCKER BRUCE HOUGH
ALL VARIETIES BLANCHE ARRANT
GOLD FISHER MAMIE BENTON
WHOLE FISHER FRANCES HOLLOWAY
RE(I)D CATCHER NINA GIBSON
CAT FISHER VEVA RANDALL
:\IINNOW VARIETIES MARY HAMILTON
SILVER FISHER ELIZABETH BROWNE
Owing to a well-known ])i'o])ensity, l-z--s. the following have only hand-painted ])or-
ti'aits, without even a sitting:
FRESH WATER FISHER. ONLY LOUISE YEADON
RED HERRING ANNIE RAY
T\\0-TROUT-AT-A-TIME MADELINE BEDELL
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Clje Ci)ree D Clul)
^I(nTO: EA all villi can.
Time OF Meeting : 'rhin-i(la\' iiiLjIit.
LUDII'] ,l()i;UAN
HELEN WTTH E [iSPOOX
FRANCES SPRATT
MILDRED FERGUSON
DORA GUV
J.OUISE C:APv]'KNTER
SUiMTER WHI'iE
ELIZABETH FINLEY
CARR IE ( 'ARTWRIGHT
MARY ('AI!T^^RIGHT
loo
W'^^Wl. Wsa^:
"V
Ci)e i^ot ''e^uubtts'
Motto: Do as "mincir" as you can and not "imircli" more.
Colors: Read and reread.
Place of ]\Jeetin<i: Be^yond the "Sontli Isles."
MEMBERS
PAULINE SAMS Not "murch" Model Home
MARGARET COKER Not "miireli" eater
EMMA WOODRUFF Not -miireli" oiggler
LUCILE MELTON Not 'hiiireh" "stem"
ELISE MARTIN Not "murch" rush
EMMIE SAMS Not "murcir' bow
:M!ARY BRUNSON Not "murch" truck lider
SIBYL BROWNE Not ••murch"' hair
MARY SO]\IPAYRAC Not •'murch" rule breaker
ANNIE ROGERS Not "murch" music
LUCILE JEFFORDS Not ••murch" o' nothin'
L50
Ci)e Daisp CIiilJ
Motto : Eat and gossip not to live, but live to eat and gossip.
OccuPATlOiX : To eat and gossip.
Colors: \\'hite and Yellow.
OFFICERS
LOUISE CARPENTER
KATHRYNE CONNOR
ROSAMOND BURDINE
President
^"ice-Pre.siihcnt
.Secretary and Tuioastreh
LOUISE CARPENTER
ROSAMOND BURDINE
VERA BOND
KATHRYNE CONNOR
GUSSIE CALHOUN
3ARAH CALVERT
DAISIES
MAYME COLVIN
TOM^SIIE DUCKETT
ELIZABETH FINLEY
FLORRIE LANGSTON
SUSIE LINDSAY
CATHERINE MAC^AULEY
ELIZABETH MeNAB
SUMTER WHITE
RUTH WATKINS
NANCY WITHEPvSPOON
ELIZAB]<riT 1 VAXWYCE
MemmTsu/sm
C!)e 31011? Jfea0ter0
Motto: To get all that's cnmiii' to iis.
Password: Gimme snmepiir' to eat.
Coi-ORS : Olive and Orange.
Flower: Rnttereup.
Chief: Aietus Pitts.
Cook : Octavia Sehwerin.
Bottle-washer: Elizabeth IMartin.
SARAH MOORE
DEE CAUSEY
IRENE BRYAN
FRANKE LESESNE
OCTAVIA SCHWERIN
EULA LAWTON
iV[ARGARET COKER
TASTERS
MAY GAXm
LOUISE COLEMAN
ARETUS PITTS
ALMA BLACK
LAURA KETCHIN
MARY ALICE BOWLWARE
RUTH RILEY
MAY FORD
EMMA WOODRUFF
ELIZABETH MARTIN
ESSIE MURRAY
MADGE EDWARDS
FAIRY BELLE KELLER
L'ia
II
Ci)e Jfour J|)unDreD
Debutantks of 1910
iAIlSS MARCJUERITE SHEIH
MISS NORMA McNAIR
MISS NELL ALDRICH DUNCAN
MISS ETHEL JAY
MISS MARY ELLEN EAVES
MISS ELIZABETH TRANTHAM
MISS ELIZABETH WAXNAMAKEI
MISS ETTA xMcCULLOUOH
MISS KATHRYN DICKER^l'
MISS JANIE FORD
Heart-Smashers
MR. G. H. MARSHALL
MR. E. L. AULL
COL. M. J. THORPE
MAJ. A. E. WHITE
DR. L. WYMAN
HON. L. M. JAEGER
PROF. H. C. ROGERS
MR. JOE KETCHIN
JUDGE F. LINDSAY
MR. BILL CARLSON
rii'-A^'.ic^vi^f
i IIJ
alistic^.
MWs mho in tfte Cla00e0
'"0 wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us
To see oursels as others see us !
"
PRETTIEST
ANNIE WHITE
MADELINE BEDELL
GRETCHEN SALLEY
NANCY WITHERSPOON
OCTAVIA SCHWERIN
MOST rorULAE
MARY CARLSON
LOUISE YEADON
LEONA THOMASSON
ESTHER MURRAY
OCTAVIA SCH^^'ERIN
SMARTEST
GEORGIA MARSHALL
LOUISE YEADON
GERTRUDE DICK
CLARA CHILDS
LORETTA McKAIN
MOST PRACTICAL
HORTENSE ROGERS
EMMA NETTLES
ROBBIE PORTER
ESTHER MURRAY
SADIE DES PORTES
IGO
MOST ATTRACTIVE
ANNIE WHITE
HELEN WITHERSPOON
VIRGINIA CARROLL
RUTH WATKINS
OCTAVIA SCHWEPvIN
UrOST AMl.UTIOUS
JANIE FORD
EMMA NETTLES
PRICILLA HART
MARY McDowell
SADIE DES PORTES
MOST LNKLIKXTIAI,
ETHEL SANDERS
EMMA NETTLES
LEONA THOMASSON
ESTHER MURRAY
SADIE DES PORTES
MOST CONCI'JTKI)
MARY WALL
PANSY WATSON
BERYL MARTIN
PEARL AMAN
.MITYLENE BROWN
ELEANOR RE ID
SWEETKST
MARY CARLSON
RUTH BOLIVER
LEONA THOMASSON
RUTH WATKINS
GLADYS ABLE
MOST STUDIOUS
JANIE FORD
RUTH BOLIVER
GERTRUDE DICK
LILLIAN KIBLER
]\L4RY SWAN
BEST DANCER
FREDRICA LINDSAY
MARY CARTWRIGHT
HELEN WOODS
RUBY DURANT
LORETTO ]\IcKAIN
BEST ATHLETE
LILY MAY FOSTER
ALMA CHEATHAM
MAY GANDY
FRANCES SPRATT
GILLETTE SHUMPERT
BEST ALL-ROUNO (iIRL
GEORGIA MARSHALL
EMMA NETTLES
LEONA THOMASSON
ESTHER MURRAY
SADIE DES POR'I ES
AVERAfiE AGE
SENIOR, 20 YEARS
JUNIOR, 20 YEARS
SOPHOMORE, 18 YEARS
FRESHMAN, 17 YEARS
SPECIAL, 18 YEARS
AVERAGE HEKJIIT
SENIOR, 5 FEET 5 INCHES
JUNIOR, 5 FEET 41/- INCHES
SOPHOMORE, 5 FEET 41/2 INCHES
FRESHMAN, 5 FEET 4 INCHES
SPECTAL, 5 FEET 4 INCHES
AVERAGE WEIGHT
SENIOR, 119 POUNDS
JUNIOR, 121 POUNDS
SOPHOMORE, 118 POUNDS
FRESHMAN, 121 POUNDS
SPECIAL, 124 POUNDS
IHl
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The Garden
,
'
1
OXCK ii])()ii ii tiiiio there lixcd ;i Man who dearly loved flowers. AVhere-
vYvr he was he would ha\'e a Garden, and his remarkable success with
flowers made his name famous among men. He was sent for by every
one to start gardens, and whenever the flowers would not bloom well he was
sent for to see what was the matter.
Now the reason for this Wonderful Man's success was that he loved the
flowers; he felt that they lived, and had souls that needed not only care but
sympathy aiul encouragement. At last a wonderful idea dawned n])on this
Man. The country in which he lived was luxuriant Avith the most beautiful
flowers, but they were scattered about, wild and uncultivated, many times
their beauty marred by the unsuitable soil in which they gi'ew.
As 1 have said this Man was good and believed in his soid flowers, so
this is what he decided to do. He would have a bia,' Garden of his own, where
he could bring these wild flowers, and study their needs. Then, too, he would
cultivate their souls, and convince people of his beliefs. In doing this he had
an inspiring hope that these flowers might help other flowers to grow, and to
ajipreciate their souls.
At first his Garden was not large, just a small plot of ground which he
with a few Under-gardeners cultivated. But his flowers did so well that soon
others wanted to come, and his Garden had to be enlarged. When people heard
this there was much rivalry, for every one wanted the lovely Garden near them.
Finally the Gardener decided on a Rocky Hill, a place that to many seemed
unpromising; but this Gardener knew his business exceedingly well, and under
his skillful hands the place was transformed, for there there were invigorating
breezes, good water, and much sunshine. Where before had been only rocks
now stood ordered ranks of flowering loveliness, and beds of beautiful flowers.
After enlarging his Garden this Great Man found that he required more
Gardeners, and therefore he made his plans more extensive. First as he had
decided that to make his work a success he must concentrate his efforts, he
divided his Garden into four large beds, and on each bed planted one certain
kind of flower, which flower he would helj) to bloom in four years. Each
year the flowers had to grow a certain number of inches, and in January and
June they Avere naeasured. Those who did not grow enough, and did not measure
up to the required standard, had always to groAV faster before next measuring.
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8()iii(' flowpvs were often very short wlieu they Avere l)niin;hl in, jind sdiiic \\'ci-<'
not so forward as others. If at the end of the third year the Gartleners thought
a flower wonhl not be ahh' to hl(i(»in In' the next year, it wonhl lie gently re-
moved to the next ]>lot, and gracionsly allnwcd iUKilher year in ihe Garden.
This was a great jn'ivilege ( thongli indeed sclddiii n]ii)i'eciated), for the flowers
were often told what an hcnior it was to ho in this Garden, th;it a nnnierons
host of others desired their places.
Did I say that the flowers did not a]i|)i'eci:it(' ihi.s honors Alas! Often
they grnnd)led, and longed to go hack to the conntry. The Great Man fonnd
that the flowers were homesick when they acted in this sad manner; so out
into the fields he went, and brought back two beautiful full-groAvn tlowers,
Lilies, and these he let li\'e among the flowers to talk to them aljout home, and
to cheer and to comfort them.
One day the Great Man had another great thought, lie invited all his
rich and inflTiential Friends to visit his Garden, so that they Avould know how
nnich too small it was; and becimsc the flowers lo\('d the Gi'eat Man they
did their very best, and were as fresh and SAveet as possible Avhen the visitors
came. These rich and influential men Avere so extremely ])leased with the
work of the Great Man and with his lovely Garden that Avhen. they Avent away
they ])romised the Great Miin a larg;' sum of money. With this added Avealth
the Great Man bought more acres of land, and made even more beautiful beds
for tAvo hundred more floAvers. Oh, hoAV ha])py he was, antl hoAV happy Avere
the floAvers that they could live in his garden!
The Great Man was the Head Gardener, and under him were other
Gardeners Avho all had s])ecial Avork to do. Though the Great Man did his
best the floAvers fresh from the fields would bring Avith them to his Garden such
weeds as Ignorance, AAvkwardness, \"anity, and Ineflieiency, so that for the
first tAvo years the Gardeners did little more than Aveeding. However, thev
not only Aveeded, they also enriched the soil and thereby the (pnility of the
Thoughts of these Soul FloAvers.
By the second, the So])homore year, so named l)y the Gardener, the fl(.»wers
had always improved so much that they were inclined to consider themselves
ready to bloom, and Avere apt t(j groAV rather Avild in their vehement eft'orts to
do so.
By the next year, th(> -Tunictr, the flowers fidly realized how greatly they
needed further improvement, and only Avondered if they ever Avonld bloom in
the time allotted. Noav it Avas that their buds began to swell, for at this stage
their stems were made strong and straight by Avholesome Sally and energetic
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(iviu, iiiid there were 1e\V( ! weeds to elioke llieiii. K;ii'ly in this third ycav
W'vw tliey Wiitered by ihe Wdiiderrui SlnlTdrd lirnoke, mid h_v driukiiis;' (h'('])l_v
of its stiiuuliiting' words they always iiuide niai'velmis (level()])meut. 801110 few
now becamo ('iiltnve<l, l)iit when a Gardener liy the name of Tonnny sprinkled
theni liherally with Pe(l, th{y wuidd Psy, and ho i>iven Physics to strengthen
them tor tlie time wdien taken into the lands of I'liknown. They were aLso
given a \we\) into the niirseiw whei'o the tiny s])r;)nts were phieed, bnt 'twas only
a pee]), for there something Withers them, and they see not the bcantifnl Parks
beyond. I Grant that their leaves Rnssell-ed with terroi' at the thought of being
taken there next year as Seniors, but this Great Man's maxim was "No impres-
sion without eorrelative expression," so in th( y must go to be examples to these
tiny plants.
Do you know that even nnto this very day that Garden still exists, and
that every year flowers bloom and give joy to others. At present the flowers
in the Garden are Red Roses, cuttings from the American Beauties that
bloomed last year, Marechal IvTeils, Red Carnations, and Jonquils. The Jon-
cpiils are in full bloom this year, and are soon to go ont into the world to
carry some of the sweetness they have accumulated while in this fragrant
Garden.
Flowers, may you bloom on, giving pleasure to all, and doing for others
as the Great Man has done for you. Appreciate your youth, enjoy it, yet
be careful not to get dry and seedy. Take this motto which the Jonquils have
loved and lived by for four years, and which they now leave with you, keep
it and live by it "Pi'tetsare et perstare."
E. G. R., '10.
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Danny -Boy
DANNY-P)()V licaved a restless sigh fur the Imudredtli tiiue in the last
half hoiii', and desperately flattened his little nose against the window
pane again. lie was tire<l of his Teddy Bear, and his toy engine
suddenly Inji-ed him. lie was ahnost sorry he was a hig hoy now, for when he
had been allowed the joy of knieker-bockers, it had been deeided that he no
longer needed Jane to lag around after him as though he were a baby. Still
Jane had Im'cu company and he like(l hei' in s])ite of the many l)attles in which
she had always got the best of it. Dainiy-boy thonght of her wistfully. In
a little Avhile it would begin to get dusk, and he thought that even if he was
a big boy now surely he coiddn't l)e left alone all night. The honse was
fearfully still, alnwist as still as the church, where Little jMother and Dad
took him every vSnnday morning, .lust at this dohd'ul jioint in his me(li[,ition
with a restless movement of his foot Danny-boy knocked a hook from the
window seat, and the soinid echoing Ihi'ough the empty rooms startled him
almost to tears, in all his pette(| little life hanny-hoy had ne\ei' been lonely
before. A sudden resentment welled np in his heart, but he bra\i'ly swallowed
before it became a sob.
It had been such a funny day, anyway. To begin with. Little jMother
had cried all the morning, his gay Little Mother who never did anything
worse than to pout. Danny-boy was ne^'er sure about pouting ; it seems that
it is one of the worst things a small l)oy can do, for it is always met with
frowns by his stern ])arents; but if the Little Mother purses up her tiny,
saucy mouth and stares out of the window, mayl)e even tapjdng the floor with
her foot—why, that is ditt'erent. Dad, turning her head forciUy to him,
tells her she looks more adorable than e\'er when she is angry, and kisses
her softly, and Little Mother always laughs at this ])oint, foi' she knows the
da.y is won.
Besides crying. Little Mother Innl rcd'used bi ])!a_y with Danny-boy-—
a
thing that had never ha])])ened before—for his girlish mother was always
ready for a I'omp. To-day she had spent her time folding all her pretty
dresses and putting them away in a little steamer trunk, and when, Danny-boy
had asked her where she was going, she had cried harder than e\'er. In the
afternoon Mr. Jack had come, but he too acted very strangely. He was
Danny-boy's best chum, except perhaps the grocer who kept the corner store.
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Mr. -lack wniild alwnvs I'oiiic in and say in liis l)i^, licaiMy way, "Wliy, yon
luTc, Kiilf as thdiijih lie were siii'priscd to sec l)anny-l)oy in his own house.
Danny-hoy wonhl jiaficntly answer yes, l)iil |ii'i\a1ely he ihoni^hr Mr. Jack
mnst he \-ei'y stii])i(l or hc> wouhl sure know eiioniih to expecl him hy this
time, for Mr. -lack was almost a daily visitor. Yon see, ^Ir. -lack had roomed
with I )a(l al colleoc ]^n\u: ai^o. After his astonishment at l)anny-hoy's presence
was expressed, Mr. Jack w(uild remark in a tone siltogether too mild, "I
wonder if there is a good little hoy around here ( A man n]> town sent him
some candy, hnt you can have it when you catch me." Then would follow an
exciting cha.se, and as ]\li'. .lack never forgot the candy, Danny-hoy forgave
his stupidity. But this afternoon when Mr. Jack had met Danny-boy in
the hall he had brushed by him unheeding. When Little Mother had come
down stairs dressed for the sti'eet, Mr. Jack had taken both her hands in his
and mnnnnred something. Little Mother slnuhlered and almost sobbed,
"No, no, indeed. I am not a coward." She had crossed over to the desk.
and had written a few lines looking all the Avhile very little, and even to
Danny-boy's eyes very helpless, so he went and nestled close to her side.
Completely overcome she had l)roken down, holding him in her arms and
calling him over and lA'er "Baby." As ])anny-boy was then sure that she
must be sick he at once forgave her this hurt to his dignitv. Mr. Jack had
finally rescued hinr from her tears and embraces. "Come, Dorothy," he said,
"yon mnst he braver now; I will help you to be brave," and they had g(me
out together.
Since then Danny-boy had been l)y himself in the big house, and it was
no wonder that he was eae'erlv watchina,' at the window. Suddenly, he almost
laughed all from sheer relief as the familiar form of his )ad turnetl
the corner. Sli^iping down from the window seat, Danny-boy thought he
would rnn to meet him, but jiresently decided that he would hide behind the
door, and then Dad Avould come to find him. He hastily slijjped into his
hiding place just as Dad came through the front door whistling cheerily.
Woidd he go on up stairs or would he come in here? Danny-boy almost held
his breath as he ])ressed his small body closer against the wall. Dad seemed
uncertain at fii'st, lint finally he sauntered into the room, ])icked uj) the paper
and began to I'cad. Danny-l)oy thought that when he sat down, he would sli])
out and shcmt, "Boo!" l)ehind him as a gentle annomicement of his presence.
But Dad had caught sight of the few lines Little Mother had written, and
seized the note at once ; then suddenly he looked almost as helpless and
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as weak as l^ittlc Motlirr had done. •'Clod,"' lie jiraycd, and after a while, "It
can't he." He read the jicite over, aloud this liiiic, as ihoiigh hoping his ear.-,
would dis])rove what his eyes seemed to see:
"J)j:au Dan :
T am leaving. 1 think my h^'art is breaking miw. Oh, luy hahy !
I )()i;()Tii v."
That was all, but it seemed to crush iJad. Dajinydioy stole from behind
the door, for the stillness was broken by a strange noise. Dad with his head
bowed on the desk was sobbing aloud, so that it fi'iglitcncd Danny-boy. "Da I !"
he eried shrilly, "I)a(l!" Whc^n no answer came, no sign of notic:', all Danny-
boy's little world was turned topsy-tnrvy, for ne\'er before had his beloved
Dad failed him. Frightined and miserable he ran from the room, and as the
front door stood open he passed out into the forbidden street.
It had indeed l)eeu a funny day, too funny—for ])anny-boy felt himself
ill-treated, and decided that he woidd run away. He had often l)ecn told
that this was the very worst thing little boys could do and that big jtolicemen
always caught the little boys who wei'e foolish eiKtugh to try it. Big ])olicemcn
were the most dreaded oljject of terror in Dannydxiy's world, but in his ])resent
condition he almost ho])(.d to meet one. Down the streets he ran as fast as
his short, fat legs eould carry hiiu, for he thought that if he k(']it on down
the street he would surely come soon to his fi'icnd, the groct'rv man. The
residence streets were not very cr(jwded, but ujore than one kindly person
looked after the excited little fellow as he raced along unheeding. By the
time he reached the business section, he was very tired, and his breath came
in gas])s. Once a wagon nearly ran over him, and as the driver shoutt'd his
warnino' in a loud, threatenin"' voice, Dannv-bov's conraoe melted within him.
He thought of his big Dad at home, and was suddeidy sorry he had left him,
for Dad was in troulde and his little boy ought to go back. He was very
tired indeed and a big dog barked at him, but he kept bravely on his way.
Soon he came to a ]iublic square where no one was in sight, not even the
dreaded policeman. ISTow Danny-boy had no remeiubrance of this s(juare on
his way out ; and all at once the dreadful thought flashed over him that he
was lost! Forgetting that he was now a big boy, and climbing u]) on a bench
nearby he cried softly to himself. He was so tired he could scarcely take another
stejD. Little Mother had told him what an awful thing it was to run away.
Probably the big policeman was coming for him at that very nunute ! He had
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hiiii llici'c scililiini; fur |icrliii|is Icn iiiiinih's, strniiiiin: his eyes in llic i;iilli{'i'iiiti-
(liisk III ciilcli ii aliiiipsc (if rlic tViirfii! sii;lil, when he saw a trim little Hi;-iirc
coiuiuii' (liiwii ihr walk Inward liiiii. He sat straiiiht. Why. it was Little
]\Ioth(>i'! She was alxiiit to pass hy, when his ])lea(ling cry reaehed her,
"Little ^luther, ])lease Hiid Danny-boy." In a monient he was in her arms,
i'X|ilainint;' between sobs that he had. "ruuned away and was losted."
As he was too tii'ed to walk, Little .Mothei' started home, carrying him
in her arms; so very tightly did she hold him that Danny-boy decided she
must i-eally have thought she had lost him for good. As they turned the
corner near home they met Dad face to face. "Dorothy," he cried as nnu'h
surjirised to see her as though it was she who had been lost. Danny-boy didn't
like this; he wanted all the welcome; surely it was his by rights. He lifted his
head from his mother's shoulder; "I've been losted," he explained plaintively,
"You take me now, Dad."
Little Mother was strangely silent.
"Danny-boy has been lost," began Dad in a puzzled way, "and you," a
great light broke over his face, "yoii have been looking for him. How fright-
ened you must have been! Why, child, your note frightened me. I thought
—
but never mind Avhat I thought. Give me the rascal and let's go home."
As they came in the front hall Danny-boy was not so sleepy but that he
heard a deep voice saying softly : "The house was so lonesome when I came
in awhile ago. Little ]\lother! It is good to have our son back, and all be
home together.
Little Mother kissed the tiny fingers that rested on the broad shoulder
beside her as she ans^-ered very slowly—"Yes, it is good to be home together."
In his little white bed that night, Danny-boy decided again that it had
been a very funny day, indeed, for he had found out that getting lost, instead
of being the worst thing a small l)oy could do, was (jne of the very best. Never
l)efore in his short life had l)auuy-l)oy bee]i allowed to eat so much candy or
been given so many bright, shining dimes to put in his bank, or been allowed
to sit up so late, for neither Dad nor Little Mother had seemed anxious to leave
the fireside; and, strangest of all, as Little Mother was tucking him in bed she
had said with a catch in her voice, "Bless you, my Danny-boy, and thank you
for getting lost
M. B., '11.
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Co Pres; D, 15. 31oi)nson, Bock m\l ^. C
On bearing nf your ^M^mIc! 11(ihh'.
A jilace fill- niannfai-tniiMl \\ives,
Thought J woiikl advertise.
I, wlio am tired of living alone,
1 want lier tall, divineh' fair,
With dimpled chin and beaming smile.
With laughing eye and waving hair.
And graceful in her style.
Please do not send a faculty maid.
Of which you have a full supply:
Because, you know, I'd be afraid
That she would never die.
I want a wife of youthful age,
One who knows how to sew aud cook
;
Who will not sit and turn the page,
And on me never look.
She must be strong and healthy too,
She'll have to wash and sweep and dust.
And scrape the pots and clean the flue,
And never let them rust.
Here arc siinic rules she must oljey:
( )n Saturday she must patch and mend.
And nc\cr \'isit on that day,
A\ii[ borrow ii'it, nor lend.
My liotise is small but up to date
,
My wife will find it clean and neat.
Now of myself 1 will relate.
I am a nnvn that can't be beat.
I'm rather short and stumpy t(jo,
With quite a lot of shiny hair;
My eyes are of a light sky blue.
My skin is soft and fair.
I have a heart that's brave and true.
I have such winning ways;
!My faults are small and very few,
I'm in my yotithful days.
See if you have a girl for me,
I know there'll be a great demand;
Pick otit the best, and then I'll see
If she will suit a Model Man.
F. AND G.
DoutJt CftluarteD
;
'ii
'M!';
A song,
A tear,
A mother's prayer,
A charm in flower and tree.
Canst thou slill doubt
To live is good
When life holds sucli for thee?
A look,
A sigh,
A maiden's aye.
A love that's line and deep.
Thou canst not doubt
That life is love
When such gifts tliou dost keep.
An act,
A thought,
A good deed wrought,
A mission strong and true.
Canst thou still doubt
Thy work worth wliile
When thou hast these to do '!
A home,
Above,
A Father's love,
Thy Master's own "Well done."
Thou canst not doubt
That God is God
When thou bast these three won
K. C, '10.
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The Afterglow
The young mother tiii-ucd in wonder to the wee baby on her arm. Kest-
iiig her hand on the little one'.s head, she re])eat8(l the CliUd's Praycr:
"God make my life a little flower.
That bringeth joy to all,
Content to bloom in its native l)o\ver
Altlionf;li its place l>e sinall."
After a jiause, more slowly still she ])rayed a seeond verse:
"God make my life a little song.
That "omfortetli the sad,
That heljietji otliers to be strong.
And makes ttie singer glad."
Then from her very heart she besonght : "God, may the wonderful gift of
love 1)0 hers, and may she be spared the trials I have had."
For the mother's life had l)een one long series of troubles; she had fol-
lowed her reckless husband u]^ into a mining camp, where he had been killed
in an exj^losion, leaving her a widow before she Avas mother ; but not too soon
a widow to realize that she was happier so. Weary and heartsick she was too
discouraged to make an etfort to live, and felt herself slowly, ])leasantly sinking
into a sleep of eternal rest; as if in ]»ity, the soft I'ays nf the setting sun fell
kindly over the mother and child, casting in the child's eyts a shadow of
mingled joy and sorrow to be that they nevci' (piite lost.
The miners took the little (diihl whom ihcy calhd Dorothy; she warf to
th< m indeed the "gift of God." She was a fair and sunny (diild, aud won her
way to the hearts of those rough miners; their mascot she was, and also their
guardian angel to kee]) them from evil. JSTo one with any nunnu i' of (\il in
his heart could look unabashed into Dorothy's clear eyes. They were wonderful
eyes, so glorious and blue. Long curling lashes veiled them from careless ob-
servatiem, revealing only to those to whe)m she raiseel them a worhl of truth
and kindness in their blue depths, with that shadow of gentle sadness felt at
the close of clay. The charm of innocent sweetness stayed with Dorothy as she
grew to maidenhooel ; all the aeloration lavished on her Ity the miners could not
spoil her. She seemed to dwell in a world a])art, aud to dream elrcams that
coukl never be teild. Her favorite eli'cannug ])lace was the hillside grave of her
mother. It was the prettiest spot on all the mountainside; the miners had
covered it with wooelland vines anel flowers; anel here a kindly presence seemeel
to hover over her, dispelling all the lonely feelings that came at times. Among
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llic (Ircniiis ;il llic iivavc \v;is a slraiiiic mic (if lici' iiKillicr's life; scoiip aftov
scene il passed liefui'e lier. and lastlv the ])i'ayer for the i;ift of love. Then
a \'oiee sweel and ch'ar seemed In say, "The ij'ift sliall be thine, lhe jxiU of love
prayed for hy thy dyini;' mother."
.Vftev this dream, a h()])efnl expectancy tilled her. Hut this was not .sat-
isfied nntil Arthnr came ont of the hii;' world, guided, one afternoon, by an
unseen ])o\vt'r sti'aiiiht to the ^rave where Dorothy was dreaming. He was
a young artist, aiid the loveliness of the girl offset by the ])ietnresque scene
touched him. Tie begged ])crniission to re])ro(luee the ]»ieture on his canvas.
Tims the friendsliip began, and it grew with each sitting. Like children they
talked together, dreamed together, building air castles that strangely melted
into one. Up and down the hillside they wandered, gathering wdld flowers,
and weaving them into garlands that bound them together faster than ever
iron chains bound. jSTot a word of love was s] token, bnt they breathed its
atmos])here in the grasses and the tlowers. For awhile relentless care left
them unmolested in theii' paradise of dreams; and then, as if jealons of such
bliss, rudely awakened them. Arthur sought Dorothy one evening to tell
her that a rex'olt in the valley called him to arms in the aid of his country.
He found her at the gra\'e just at sunset ; he was all inflamed with the thought
of war and the glory to be won foi' her, yes for her, for the thought of se])ar-
ation had revealed to both the hidden love. She too caught the spirit of war,
and braveh' the_y parted, the setting sun casting its glow over their farewell
embrace.
Dorothy grcAV more and more anxious as the far-off sound of firing in the
valley reached her; towards evening all grew^ quiet in the valley; but the
calm was still more dreadful, and with sinking heart Diu'othy hastened to
the scene of battle. There on the front of the Held, she found him dying.
The setting sun cast a mellow light over them in their sorrow.
'TOear," he whis])ered, "see the sun how large and bright it grows as it sinks
behind the distant trees. Our love is like this setting sun; in its noonday it
dazzled us, its verv brightness hiding it from us, until in the dim light of its
setting it shone so great and glorious." Th<' sun sank Ixdiiw the horizon, and
the voune- life went out, a gloom settled over the vallcv, and mute despair
filled Dorothy. The gloom was disi)elle(l by the beautiful afterglow that
lighted up the western sky; a feeling of ho]ie crept into Dorothy's heart, and
raising her eyes to heaven, she ])rayed, "O God, give to my life the afterglow
of love." '
'
'
J. B. B., '10.
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Cf)e jflolucrs of ^t^uxMy
Tlicic'ss :i pleasure in reiiieinliei iiij;
The liduvs now ]k\ssimI away.
Ami we |ii'ess willi levereiil lingers
The lldwei's of yesterday.
To-day's blossojns may he hrighter
,
We cheerfully will say.
P)\it sdniehnw, there's a tender tlmuiiht
i''<)i' the llowers (if yesterday.
Just a lullaliy's sweet echd
We ln\ed in nursery Ikiuis,
Or the afterglow of some sinking sun
Tliat.has colored the summer flowers.
All things tliat liave ina(h' us hapiiier
Anil inwe heantilled our way.
All things that we think of lovingly
Are flowers of yesterday.
Let us gather fheni now tenderly.
'1 hese lloweis lienealh oni' feet;
With a little care. In the fntnie year
'Iheir frajirance «111 he sweet.
E. F., '12.
When the Century Plant Bloomed
1]^ the corner of the garden of an old Southern home, sheltered hv the hii;h
ivy-draped wall, grew hollyhocks and mignonette, marigolds, lady-slii)pers,
and the sweetest roses, and in theii' midst a Century Plant.
The Century Plant had never seen the beautiful world about him as the
other flowers had. He was forced to he satisfied with the accounts the roses
and the hollyhocks and the others gave him ; and this was not satisfactory, be-
cause the flowers saw things differently, and so he often got confused. How-
ever, lie did not complain, but was vei'v ])a'ii(ut, for he knew the tiuie would
(-omc when his bloom would a])pear, and he conld look u])on the beautiful
world for himself.
The marigolds and the lady-slippers were sorry for the old Century Plant,
and whis])ered among themselves, "The poor old thing must.be so miha])])y.
He can show no blossom for ])eo])le to admire. (Tiildi'eu do not gather lovely
bouquets from him as they do from us I How dull he must be in his blindness !"
But one day it became evident that a change was coming over him. The
flowers all whisjiered among themselves and wondered what kind of blossom
would a])])ear—for they I'ealized that the (Vmtury Plant was going to bloimi
!
Indeed he himself realized it also, and said joyfully to his neighbors, "O
my lovely companions, I shall soon see the world around me!" He waited
and waited. At length a long stalk shot u]) into the air and a curiousdooking
bud apjjeared on top. And then one m<u'ning very early— it bloomed!
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The Century Plant never forgot his first sight of the garden. He saw
the roses and the mignonette, the hidy-slippers, the i\'y waving from the wall,
and the dew in tiny drops over each blade and leaf. The vision surpassed even
the fairest description of the fiowers. Then all at once he saw tAvo persons
coming down the path towards the ol<l sun-dial which stood not far away.
And then he heard:
"And must you really go in such haste f
'
"Yes, Mistress Elizabeth, 1 must. The Swamp Fox needs me. But
I will return ere long, have no fear. Thou wilt not forget me, Mistress
Elizabeth?"
"That will T not, indeed, John, thou knowest well. Oh, see the Century
Plant in bloom! The first time it has ever bloomed! How (nld it is! Here
is a part of the flower fallen to the ground. There ! I give thee this to keep
always with thee—a token that my love is as lasting as the Century Plant !"
"I will, my lady Elizabeth, trust me ; and be assured always of my love
for you. But look! the dial bids me be gone. Ere many months we will have
driven the last Red-coat from our country, and I will be with thee once nuu'e.
Farewell !"
And he was gone.
This was the scene that greeted the Century Plant when first he opened
his eyes. He never forgot it. All through the long years of l>lindness which
followed, the memory of it remained to cheer his dark hours. Many of the
fiowers in the garden had died and had been re])]aced by strange blossoms.
But the roses au^l mignonette were still there, and frcnn the high brick
wall the ivy swayed as ever before. The flowers did not whisper as they used
to do, ]ntying the old ])lant; they saw that he was not imha])py. But they
pleased him Avith descri]»tions of the garcb'ii and of the changes which took
place from time to time.
At length another huudi'ed years j^assed, and now the time had come
when again he would open his eyes. He wondered if so fair a sight wituld
meet his eager gaze as that he had last seen. Anxiously he waited for the tall
stalk to shoot iip bearing its queer bud. The bud grew larger and larger and
then—the Century Plant was in bloom for the second time
!
How much the same and }'et changed e\'erything seemed. It was night,
and the moon shed from hea\'en a beautiful calm radiance over the corner of
the garden—over the sleeping roses and mignonette, over the time-woi-n sun-
dial, over the decaying old brick wall. The Century Plant was thinking of the
last time it saw the world, and though he was happy, he sighed.
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All iit niicc lie was startled t'l'mn his rcvci'io. C'^omiiig down the gavdou
|>alli w( re a man and a ^irl. llicv canic on stc]) by stc]), and st()])])('d by the
snn-dial. Tlu' ('cntiirv Plant iidtcd with astonishment that the features of
the i^ii'l were much like those he had seen and loved a hundred years before,
lie was startled, and was not surprised to hear the following words:
"And must you I'eally go, daek? How I shall miss you!"
"'^I'es, little girl, I must. But I shall eome baek to my Betty some day,
and tlu n we will have eaeh other for always."
"Oh, the Century Plant is in bloom! 1 wonder what it saw when last it
bloomed V
The Century Plant remembered well, ])nt hclil his peaee.
M. B., '11.
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:''iaf!%.'>^th Hi

Dai0p Cfjtiin
Gay crowds tliroiij;' tlie t'ollcuc caiiiims;
lTap])y faces, free fidin cair.
Flo^xleil with the bri,ulit .lime sunshine.
Tell us tliat coniinenesaneiit's liere.
Now tiie laugliing crowd is silent.
Strained is every curious eye
Toward tliat ivy-covered building
Stately "neath the summer sky.
Lo, the graceful line is eomiug;
Froui the doors the white-rolie<l train
Slowly down the ste]is adNanees,
IJearing high the J)aisy diain.
Hark ! tiie S(jund of iiiauy voices
;
C'lear the song floats on the air,
Telling all that Alma Mater
To her (hiughters' hearts is dear.
Now through uiany a graceful figure
Goes the stately, white-clad line.
On the dear old college canijms.
Loved for thoughts of Aiild Lang Syne.
Then the setting sun its glory
Sheds upon them lovingly
As they wind the chain of daisies
Sadly round the dear class tree.
Once again the song is floating
Sadly, sweetly to the sky,
liidding to their Alma Mater
One last sorrowful good-bve.
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^mi^^'ii
JfiDC'Cbirti^, piea0e/
Call tlii'in I'iirly. jjlcasc, Miss 'rin-]iiii
;
Very early ikiw I ])r:iy.
Fell' lii-iiKii'rdW is the " licrci'st"
Of that dreadful week in May.
To-uioi'row, ediiielli seieiiee!
Ay, j^eolo^y i say
!
And you must rail tliein early.
Or they will h.se the day.
Xow Xell and (Georgia love to snooze.
They adore their morning na]):
But on to-moirciw morning
How they'll listen for your rap!
Yet if perchance they shuuher
Too late for the sun's first ray,
Just merely tap, INIiss Turinu,
And directly they'll obey.
T. 0. will give to each of tliem
A yellow sou\'enir.
How fondly they will eln'rish them
As keepsakes ever dear
!
Or perhaps with hearts nuu'e generous
To the Juniors they'll be willed.
So that next year their craniums
With the same stuflf may be filled.
If yon could know the fearful things
"Crammed"' by this Senior Class,
'Twould make you weep with pity
And pray that all might pass!
Artesian Avells, volcanoes, glaciers, bog-iron ore,
Eocks igneous, nietaniorphic and stratified galoi-e:
The history of marble, of slate and anthracite
Until I really wonder.
That their tresses are not white.
They've puffed away at blow-pipes,
Breathed deep of SO^
Gone back and forth through "Appleton"
To make sure the tests were true.
They've burned their skirts with acids.
They've stained their fingers brown,
But all that was as nothing
If the wished "unknown" was found.
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Tlii'v'vi' liMiiu'd (if .\(liiiii"s yranililads,
'1 lidsc monkey men of yore
Wlio lived liif^li ill tlic tree tops
And 1:iils prelirnsilc lioio.
Now do they swear by Darwin,
By Dana and by Scott,
Declare where once the ghieier was
Are now elinies very hot.
Oh, tieos, mighty Gees!
80 vast, so great, so grand !
They reverence every .speck of yon
Yes, every grain of sand I
(But pardon me! Not sand, yuu know.
They say "SiO:.."
And they liavc worked awa)' witli it,
And provetl tlnit it is true.)
Many hours they've conned tlieir text-lioc
But they need a few h(.)urs yet
To pack away tlie knowledge
Lest they a scrap forget.
Oil, joy, when the jieidod's o\(m- !
They can tlie sto])-corks pull
To (lisehargc from out their craninms
The 'stuM'" that ci'animcil them full.
But, oh, my thoughts have wandered
—
"Five-thirty" I recall.
Yes. that is tin- hour to wake them
When you lip down the li.ill.
Yes, call them when you pass tlirin
And we'll liope he'll pass them too.
May he I'ob the starry heavens
To give to each Ucv due!
M. F., '10.
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Questions
During the past year Dr. Joliiisou has been asked many questions about
the Seniors of lUlO. Plere are some of the questions, with his answers:
Who are the best students of the class ?
There are no Best ; Anil are good.
How do you 'account for the success of your girls ?
T^ot consulting their own Lykes, and dislikes, they Lay aside worry, and
are early Riser-s.
AVliat has been the chief diet of these girls ?
Sally, and Brown and White bread, Avhich prevent them from Ketchin
Fitts.
Where are these girls from ?
Everywhere. Some came across the Waters from as Farr as London.
How do they rank socially ?
They are Rich, Royall, Welborn, and Free.
What are they fitted to do ?
Anything they are called on to do. We are sending out teachers and house-
keepers; Porters. Smith-s, Marsliall-s and a Cole man (coal man).
Are the girls musical ?
Some sing Sams like Jays to the accompaniment of a Harper.
Are any of the graduates engaged "^
Eaves-dro];)pers have found that some are soon to marry Dukes and
Counts ; and become the Sherer of joy that will not Sease.
Are any of the girls explorers ?
They have climbed Mt. Mitchell, up Kohn's of volcanoes, visited the great
Wall of China, crossed Fords and AVaters, and gone by way of the James
River to the battle-ground of the Second Battle of Manassas.
How long will your graduates wish to teach ?
Till man shall come.
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Jokes
Miss McC'lintock (in Gym)
—
"(iirls, vdu imisl Hud sciiiic way lo tell vdiir
left hand fi-om yoiir right."
Mis.s Salmon—"J\liss I'linici', wlial is a sccund T'
Esl^'lla
—
"Two miles (Jii two contagious degrees."
j\[iss South—"Miss \\'ilsoii, wlial is an optimist T'
Annie W.—"A]i e^'e doctor."
Mr. Coker—"Miss Mc^'ai i', what is a ((aiiet^"
Norma—"It is a strange as])ecl Hoaling tlii'ouiih the air."
Idle other night Mai'v asked for another ci'eam luitl' as she said hers
was uot (htne inside.
A certain Freshman wrote home the following note the day al'lei' reports
were given ont.
Dear Fathek:
I am well and hap]iy. ! have grown a great deal and ha\'e lots
more sense than I used lo lia\c. J loping the same of you.
Devotedly, FitANeKs.
Dr. Jones—"Why are oui' heads I'ound instead of s(puire like a. piece of
wood?"
Elizabeth R.—"Why, then we wonld he hlockheads snre enongh."
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Sdiiic rules fninid in llic lliilc Bdok :
I. Girls iinist not cull the teachers liy their nicknauies to their faces.
IT. The girls are not allowed in the ])otato ])atch.
III. Riding' the college horse is ahsolntelv foi'bidden.
W. Pennants nnist not he stuck nj) with chewing gum.
\. Lying is not allowed anywhere in Winthro]), lint especially not on
front campus.
Joyce Clarks says that the Anglo-Saxon language was greatly changed
by the J^orman inquest.
Miss Salmon—"Miss Ravenel, what instrument is iised to determine
].itch?" •
Emily Ravenel—"The jjitch-fork."
Of all tough luck I ever knew.
The toughest is to know
You have a job you've got to do,
Whether you will or no.
Annie Sams in Training School, having vividl}^ told the story of "The
Three Bears," told the children to close their eyes, and tell her what they saw,
of course expecting them to have marvelous visions of the Bears. On seeing
Edward frantically waving his hand to tell her, she said, "Well, Edward, tell
me what you saw"
"Teacher, I didn't see nothing, and nobody else did either."
Sallie Royall (in Model Home)—"Miss Hyde, this receipt calls for a })ineh
of salt. How in the world do you pinch salt?"
Bessie Timmerman (to Mary Sompayrac)—"Mary, have you ever heard
Gray's Eulogy ?"
Mary—"Yes, child ! It goes tra-lada-etc."
THE IRON SHEETS HAD NOT BEEN WASHED.
Miss Gay—"Girls, you have not washed your sheets.
Helen L. (going to the sink with her receipt sheet):—"What will the old
lady do next ?"
^Ir. Coker (in astronomy to Margaret Thor])e)—"How many telegraph
poles would it take to reach to the moon?"
Margaret—"One if it were long enough."
Miss Salmon received this answer to the question, "What is a hole?"
"People who live in Poland are called poles—so a man from Holland must
be a hole.
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LIST OF ADVERTISERS
Beach-Ihrie Jewelry Co.
Diehl-Moore Shoe Co.
Roddey-Poe Mercantile Co.
National Union Bank
Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.
Standard Drug Co.
Sylvan Bros., Jewelers
Gust Penusis
E. A. Wright
London Printery
J. P. Bell Company
A. Freidheim & Bro.
Davison-Paxon-Stokes Co.
Cotrell & Leonard
G. Schirmer
Hentley-Hill-Stockton
C. D. Cunningham
R. L. Bryan
McElwee
Record Printery
J. Edgar Poag
Mutual Dry Goods Co.
Holladay Studio
Phillips Drug Co.
Chas. M. Stieff
Winthrop N. & L College
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Geo. Beach Peter Ihrie
BEACH-IHRIE^S
The Jewelry Home for the WINTHROP Student
VOUR trade shalf always have our prompt
^ and best attention; we welcome you to
inspect our large stock at any time; our aim is
to please every student who enters our doors.
JEWELRY
We carry most extensive line of Watches, Diamond Rings,
Lockets, Neck Chains, Bracelets, Cuff Pins, Scarf Pins,
Brooches, Hat Pins, Bar Pins, Cuff Buttons, Combs, Etc.
SILVER NOVELTIES
Brush, Comb and Mirror Sets, Manicure Sets, Puff Jars,
Salve Jars, Powder. Jars, Scissors and many other pieces
too numerous to mention.
CUT GLASS-SILVERWARE
We carry the largest lines of Cut Glass and Silverware in
upper South Carolina; you may get the best selection from
these lines. Remember we are your dealers for the
Winthrop Class Ring, Winthrop Pin, W. L. S., Curry and
W. H. L. S. Pins, Special Pins and others. Mail orders
receive prompt attention.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT
Our work shop is complete in every respect; we can set that diamond
or put your watch or jewelry in order.
We have at all times a good assortment of College Souvenir goods.
We do neat engraving in Script. Old English and Monogram work.
Beach-Ihrie Jewelry Co.
RELIABLE JEWELERS
Rock Hill, South Carolina
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A NEW VERSION OF AN
OLD SAYING
-
" In the Springtime Young Women's fancy
Lightly turns to thoughts of dress."
THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURE OF YOUR
SPRING DRESS IS
FOOTWEAR
PROPERLY FITTED AND CORRECTLY STYLED
We are exceedingly proud of the new low cuts we
have to show you this season. They are made for us
by the exclusive style producers of the world.
IVe Have a Shoe for Every Foot, and the Styles are
Such as no Other Dealer will Show this Year
That is one of the advantages of buying shoes here.
You are sure of securing the newest and most exclusive
styles long before they are shown elsewhere.
DIEHL-MOORE SHOE CO.
SHOES AND HOSIERY ::: 126 EAST MAIN ST.
4^$k8>^>^>^^$^$><$><S^^S>^>^k^><S^><^>^><$kH><^^^
RODDEY-POE
MERCANTILE COMPANY
SUCCESSORS TO RODDEY MERCANTILE COMPANY
ABOUT YOUR
COLLEGE UNIFORM
We are pleased to express our appreciation of the orders kindly
sent our Uniform Department last year. We also thank you for
your business with us in the past, and we will look forward with
pleasure toward serving you in the future.
WE WILL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR VALUED ORDER FOR
19mtl)rni3 (Eallpgp Uniform Ulalprtala
AND ROOM FURNISHINGS
We carry in stock, at all times, a full line of BLANKETS,
SHEETS, PILLOW CASES, SPREADS, TOWELS, NAPKINS and
everything necessary to furnish your room. We will be glad to
take your order for any of the above-named articles, mark them
for you and deliver them to the College after you arrive. By doing
this you save express and baggage. And if there is anything else
you wish attended to before you arrive, let us know, and we will
attend to it with pleasure.
RoDDEY-PoE Mercantile Co.
<S^^MkSxS^«^$x»<JhJ><ShJ><8><ShSh»^><S«S>«><S>^^
MAKE YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE
Don't dream about the money you are going to
save later on, but start in at once to save more of
your income. Realize that the only way to be
successful is to be systematic, not only in your
business, but in your saving. Real opportunities
come only to those who possess ready money.
Be prepared when opportunity calls by having
your savings in our bank. They will grow at
compound interest.
THE NATIONAL UNION BANK
(ABSOLUTELY SAFE)
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
W. J. RODDEY, President IRA B. DUNLAP, Cashier
KERTILIZER
"Increase Your Yield Per Acre," By Using
Virginia-Carolina Chemical Company's
Fertilizers, Which are Recognized as the Best
WRITE TO OUR NEAREST SALES OFFICE FOR YEAR BOOK
SALES OFFICES
Atlanta, Ga., Durham, N. C, Columbia, S. C, Charleston, S. C,
Memphis, Tenn., Savannah, Ga., Montgomery, Ala., Richmond,
Va., Shreveport, La., Norfolk, Va., Baltimore, Md.
I I
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WE ARE DELIGHTED IN SUPPLYING
YOUR WANTS IN OUR LINE, SUCH AS
TOILET
PREPARATIONS
TOOTH, HAIR AND
NAIL BRUSHES
Stationery, Post Cards, Soaps and Perfumery
CAN ALWAYS SUPPLY YOU WITH
Delicious Ice Cream and Nunnally's Fine Candies
We have for you every-
thing else sold by up-to-
date Druggists, and your
patronage is respectfully
appreciated : : Sincerely
Standard Drug & Mfg. Co.
GiyE us YOUR ORDERS FOR FLOWERS
^><«>^^S><«><«><S><J><J>-«><S><JxJ>^hS>^xMmM^J>^^
ySylvan Bros. Here's a Hint
Manufacturing Jewelers, Diamond
Merchants, Silversmiths and Opticians
WE are in position to fill any order
you may want, whether it is a Class
Pin, Class Ring, or Diamond Necklace.
We have them right in stock, and if we
have not got them in stock, we can
make them for you; so whenever in need
of a present of any kind, whether it is
Engagement, Wedding or otherwise, we
have it or can make it for you. Our
goods are the best and our prices are the
lowest. Shall be glad to hear from you.
1500 Main Street
Cor. Main and Hampton Streets
y^HEN YOU are preparing for
examination and other college
duties, you have no time to ponder
over matters that could be attended
to if left to us—we mean in the
matter of your Society Printing
and College Calendars, of which
work we are specialists.
We would like to design and ex-
ecute that next calendar or pro-
gram. Take this hint: Send us
that rough copy, and we will make
a "thing of beauty and joy forever"
out of it.
THE LONDON PRINTERY
"printing that attracts"
Rock Hill, S. C.
Gust Penusis & Son
Wholesale and Retail
FRUITS
FINE HOME-MADE
CANDIES
Our Specialty:
HAND-MADE CHOCOLATES
AND BONBONS
Rock Hill, South Carolina
E. A. WRIGHT
College Engraver, Printer
AND Stationer
1108 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
COMMENCEMENT INVITATIONS
DANCE INVITATIONS
AND PROGRAMS
MENUS, FRATERNITY INSERTS
AND STATIONERY
CLASS PINS, VISITING CARDS
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
AND INVITATIONS
I
Samples Cheerfully Sent on Request
THIS
ANNUAL
WAS PRINTED
AND BOUND IN
OUR ESTABLISHMENT
TH ET ENGRAVINGS
WERE ALSO FUR-
NISHED BY
US
J. P. BELL COMPANY
I NCO R PO HATE D
LYNCHBURG. VtRGINIA
V
The College Girls' Store
The Best in Rock Hill
W E cater especially to the Winthrop College Students.Our assortment includes everything that enters
into the daily needs and pleasures of College Life.
We want the students to make our store their headquar-
ters. They will be sure of courteous attention at all times.
No obligation to purchase. We're only too pleased to show
our goods. One of our specialties is
College Uniforms
The fact that we furnish the largest percentage of Uni-
forms for the College, serves as an indication of the favor
with which our Uniforms are regarded by the students.
We want our old friends to revisit us, and bring new stu-
dents along. We assure one and all of a warm welcome
AT THE STORE OF
A. Freidheim & Bro.
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
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Arc You Getting tlie Benefit of Our Mail Order Service?
That service we have worked so hard to perfect— making it what it is
today, a method by which the very apparent advantages in shopping
here can be reahzed fully by mail.
If you've yet to profit by this system, you will be delighted with the
results it brings.
To be able to get just the right thing, whether for personal wear or
the furnishing of the home. To secure it promptly— even quicker than
you could come and make the selection yourself, saving trouble and
expense. This is our idea of a really great Mail Order Service — one
that experience and careful study has taught ; using every endeavor to
do more and make a better service than has been known before.
Constantly in stock is merchandise to meet every demand, selected with care and
wise discrimination — always the best of its kind ~ and bought with such judgment
and knowledge of the markets as to be always at the lowest possible price.
Never more interesting conditions to make shopping a greater pleasure than now,
more satisfying and profitable, whether at the store, in person, or by mail. If your
order comes here you may be assured of satisfaction in every detail.
DAVISON-PAXON-STOKES CO.
STORE OF MANY
DEPARTMENTS Atlanta, Ga.
Huntley -Hill -Stockton Co.
UNDERTAKERS
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Furniture
Carpets and House Furnishings
OfRce Supplies, Desks and Filing Cabinets
corner fifth and trade streets
Winston-Salem ::: North Carolina
G. Schirmer, Inc.
35 Union Square, New York
IVIUSIC OBALKRS
Publishers of the Celebrated
Schirmer's Library of Musical Classics
Catalogues and Guides Free on Application
Cotrell &
Leonard
ALBANY, N. Y.
MAKERS OF
CAPS AND GOWNS
To the American Colleges from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. Class Contracts a Specialty
C. D. CUNNINGHAM
Good Things to Eat Prompt Service
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WINTHROP UNIFORMS
A Complete assortment of all Materials necessary
to complete a Student's outfit always in stock £5
<I The catalogue requirements strictly adhered to. Should our order
blanks and price list fail to reach you, they will be promptly sent upon appli-
cation. Accurate and prompt attention given all orders. .'. .'. .". .'. .".
Agents For Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
Mutual Dry Goods Company
121 East Main Street n Hi £i ROCK HILL, S. C.
Good Things at Mc[LW[rS CAf(
And Don't Forget Our
Delicious Cakes and Bakery Products
DON'T HESITATE
We will deliver promptly to your dormitory
anything you buy at our store
The Pastime Picture Show is the place for you to
spend a happy hour
J. N. McELWEE
Printing and Bookbinding for
Colleges and Schools
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF SUCH WORK
THE R. L. BRYAN COMPANY
Booksellers, Stationers, Fine Art Printers and Binders
COLUMBIA, S. C.
"You Tickle Us and We'll Tickle You"
Tickle us by sending us your Job Printing
and we will tickle you by giving you High-
Class Work at reasonable prices. We
have the largest plant in upper Carolina
and print anything from a Visiting Card
to a Book or Newspaper.
The Record
ScHWRAR & Williams, Props.
Rock Hill, South Carolina
THE HOLLADAY STUDIO, Inc.
Makers of All Kinds of
Photographs
Old Photographs Copied and Restored
Durham, N. C
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THE
Winthrop Girls of 1910
ARE as pretty, sweet, and smart as any thathave ever been. You excel in number,
then why not in beauty and good behav-
ior? On this account we are anxious for all of
you who can to get married and settle right
here in Rock Hill, as soon as you graduate, where
you have received such fine training for the
pleasures and duties of life.
No institution in the South is doing more to
make women both beautiful and useful for life's
work than Winthrop College, from the fact that
they receive not only Mental Culture, but Practi-
cal Training as well, for the different depart-
ments of life.
A good supply of Pradtical Training, combined
with wisdom and good looks, should fit the last
one of you for capturing worthy husbands and
making happy homes, woman's chief mission in
life.
Should any of you choose single life to mat-
rimony we bid you a hearty welcome also to buy
a home and locate in Rock Hill, where you can
keep your eyes on your Alma Mater. Since Old
Maids are slow to die, we feel sure that you will
make beautiful as well as useful citizens and
remain with us a long time.
Should you or your friends wish to buy, sell
or exchange real estate at private sale or auction,
don't forget the man that sits on the house and
"cuts the earth to suit your taste." We will sell
or exchange you a small or large slice as you
may prefer.
J. EDGAR POAG, Broker
ROCK HILL, S. C.
"CUTS THE EARTH TO SUIT YOUR TASTE"
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Phillips Phillips
Ask for
H.UYLER'S
Always Fresh
PHILLIPS
DRUG COMPANY
alK^K^JlK^fifS
WE PLEASE THOSE WHO CAN-
NOT PLEASE THEMSELVES
Orders Taken for Cut Flowers
Phone 111
Phillips Phillips
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IT IS SURPRISING TO KNOW
how many cheap pianos
are being sold in this country through
misrepresentation!
One of the latest is the " introductory
sale." A cheap, unknown piano is rep-
resented as being a very fine, high-grade
instrument, " regular price " $450, but to
" introduce it," is offered for, say $300,
and the poor misled public bites. The
same piano can be sold for $225 and
even less, with a profit. |i@= Don't
bite at such bait. You don't know, or
you wouldn't. Think twice. Don't be-
lieve such rot. No maker of a lii^h-
^rade piano resorts to fakes and
MISREPRESENTATIONS
WRITE
CHAS. M. STIEFF
The firm that doesn't stoop to trickery
or fakes of any sort
CHARLES M. STIEFF
Manufacturer of the Artistic Stieff,
ShaW and Stieff Self-player Pianos
Southern Warerooms, 5 West Trade St.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
C. H. WILMOTH
MANAGER
<j>^>^x$x$><s^^S^?><Sxs><j>^xS><$xSxS^xS><j«®><^^
WINTHROP
Normal and Indu^rial College
of South Carolina
ROCK HILL, S. C.
PLEASANT AND HEALTHFUL. PURE WATER
CAMPUS of forty-seven acres, unsurpassed Buildings and Equipment; Main
Building (Offices and Class Rooms), Dormitory, Infirmary— all joined by
covered ways. Excellent sanitary sewerage. Ventilation perfect. Hot and
Cold Baths on every floor. Only two students placed in one room. Single beds.
Resident Woman Physician. Gymnasium, with trained Instructor. Library
of New Books [additions over a thousand volumes yearly].— Able Faculty in
all Departments. Religious life carefully guarded.
73 Officers, Teachers and Assistants. 700 Students.
Normal, Scientific and Literary Courses, with Industrial Studies.
Graduates of the Normal Course will be granted, in addition to the degree,
a Life License to Teach in the Public Schools of the State.
Shorter Normal Courses are offered leading to Certificate [Life License to
Teach] and to the Degree of L. I.
SPECIAL COURSES—Stenography and Typewriting, Dressmaking, Millin-
ery, Cooking Bookkeeping. Either of these courses may be completed in one
year, and is rewarded by a Certificate of Proficiency.
Thorough instruction given in Cooking, Floriculture, Freehand and Indus-
trial Drawing, Designing, Photography, Reading and Physical Culture. Arrange-
ments have been made to train Kindergartners.
A course for training in Library Methods is given.
MUSIC— In this Department instruction given in Piano, Sight Singing and
Chorus Singing.
SCHOLARSHIPS—Each county is given as many Scholarships as it has
Members in the House of Representatives. A Scholarship is worth $100.00 and
Free Tuition, and muS be won by competitive examination.
In addition to the regular State Scholarships, twenty-four Dining-room
Scholarships are given. These Scholarships pay all expenses for work in dining-
room and kitchen.
Expenses for session of nine months
:
For Students Paying Tuition $144.00
For Students Having Free Tuition 104.00
For Scholarship Students 4.00
For Catalogue and other information address
D. B. JOHNSON, President,
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA
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